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Page 8, New Mexico Daily LOBO, February 22, 1979

1.

PERSONALS

3.

SERVICES

MONE. Y SA VfNG TWO bedrOQ!n near c.amp~s.
Furnished, khchcn, fene<d yaro. $110. ~62·17lJ _ $1,200 monthly. Expcn~es paid. Sightseeing. Fr~e
Valley Rentals $35 rec.
02123
Info.· Write: IJC, BoxA490·NB, Berkeley, CA94704.
03/0S
1\IH CONDITIONI!P FURNISHED efncicn'y
Eoith s,g, $110.00 month, plus utilities, $60,o0
WORK IN JAPAN! Teach English ?onvcrsation. No
damage, 881·3298.
02126
experience; dcs;rce, or Japanese requin;Q. Sen~ .Jomh
!iiamped, sclf·.addressed enVelope for details. Japan..
MJ;!li.OW PEilSON TO share kltch•n in house wllh
Se[iJOOl home grutJuale $tUdc;"Otj flreplace, priY,ilC)'
47, P.O. Bo•Jl6, Centralia, Wl\98531. '
02123
$(00/monlh, V. utilltl". 242-4168.
02126
SUMMER JOBS IN Alaska. Hig~ pay; $100·
ROOM $70 .. NO smokcrs, no pctS,268·16l4. oui) .~000/month. Pnrks, F.isherles, and more. How.
where 10-gel jobs·, Send. $21o Alnsco, P.O. Box 24$0,
ON!l BI.OCK TO UNM. Two bedroom furnished
Goleta, CA, 93018,
02/27
.uparlm-eJrt with .swimming pool, dishwasher
WORK OVERSEAS IN t~c Peace Corps, Z77-5907.
disposal, Ulililicli pal~./\dul(s; no pets. 209 Columbi~
02126
SE, 2!5-2685.
02122
TEACHERS NEEDED ALL,.. subjecl,, . Freedom
FOR RENT: ROOMS". In ex->ororily ·house on
Univeuhy, 266-7619 • .Classes begin April 9~h.
campu~. Kitchen, parking privileges. UtHilies paic.t.
Female gratis preferred .. ·Barbara: 842·93Q2 or 842Deadline for ilPPI!ciltion Mar.Jsl.
02/28
1961."
. 02128
Ci\ TERING: NM UNION .food Scrvicc. Persons
nel;!dcd to wor" catering fl.lnclions, especially during
1\PI\IlTMENT FOR RENT, avn!lablc Murch I,
beautiful Lm.lquc two bi:droom close to UNM and
the duy on Mnr.l. Free meals, other times and dates
ncc~c~ also. Call Arlcne277~281 J.
02122.
~·"·'· $200, 294· 7277.
02128
ROOMMATE• WANTED TO share lar~c 3 b<lrm.
home with male & remale: J mile from campus,
$135mo. includes utilities, washer-dryer, yard, the
work•, 266-2905 or242·2259.
02128
ONE on TWO fernalc -roommates nec~ed to Shn{e
three bedroom house in SE, $100/momh plus share
of utilities. Furnished except for J bedroom, 268·
0314.
02!28

KtNKO'S TYPINO SERVICE (10M Selectric) ano
!low l minute Pa,~tspon Pho!Os. No appointmc;n!.
A('<"lJRI\If;, INFORMI\TION 1\IJOL!T con·
26l:!·H.SIS, W<;di)keys,
tfn
trnrcpt_ion, ~terilitation, uboni<m. Rlg_h~ to ClJoo~c.
TYPIST·24 HOUR SEIWICE. Jcnn; 255·9426 •fter
19•1 0171.
04127
4:00p.m.
02122
PREGNANCY 1'£iSTINCJ AND counocllng; Phon<
()A TYf'INO SE!\VICE. 1\ cornple1e typin~ and
247·9819.
•
04/27
cdiloriul sy.~lcm. Technlci\1, gcneri)lj legal, medical,
1'1\HSPOHT und IDENTIFICI\TION PHOTOS. 3
:.chola51ic. Charts& tables, 345~~1:;!.$.
04127
fnr SJ.7:'ill J_tJwc~t price.~ In town! Fast, pleasing,
TYPING, NIGHTS, WllEKENOS. Pat, 293·8688,
ncar UNM. Call 265~2444 or come to 1717 Oirurd
03/06
Jllvd. NE.
04127
TYPIST· TllllM PAPERS, Thesis, Rc,..mes. 299·
<"ONTACTS'/1'1 I'OI.ISiiJNG & SOI.UTIONS,
8970.
03/06
( ·uscy Opticnl Compnny. 265·8H46.
04127
(J\J ITAR lESSONS:- ALl ... styles. M!lrc's Guitar
r·RJ~F PUPI'IES TO (Jood hornet;, Shepherd Cross··
Studio. 265.33(5.
lf/n
hfnck w/m!lrking~. Call Oa~lc: 873-1904.
tf/n
DEWNNlNG WITH A I~OOM weave clothing, rugs 1
WRITEI<S: AN HNOLISH Dept.-spon.~orcd tabloid
etc. on a· 36" wide lOom you bulld~~starrs F~P.ZOlh/
i'i now-ac~:l.'!pling pocu·y Jtlld prose (fh.niou nnd nonIn Mnrch: CREATIVE CLOTHING·<Icsign ano
ficli0/1) -nlbmhsions. We request thiU work be typed
tll~kc your ow0 starl~ Murch Sth/ DACKSTRI\P
<~ml delivered to 1-lurnunhlcs Rm,2:72. C~mtributor.'i
WEI\ VING··Suiurday March lOth work•~op/
mu~t be llNM studcn.t.s. We c11nnot return
mlllru<,crfp\s.
tf/n
WEt\ VE A CIRCI..E~no loom needed, inexpensive··
wr:uve limdscapes··:~tnrts March 22, Call Weaver's
l!IC.' I.IGIIT~RS $.69 (SI'I!CII\1.), lmporlcd
Stu<llo, 205 Stanford SE (265·91 00) Tues-Snt, 12·!,
citwn::llc~. pipc:s, Rainbows, cigars, custom bl~nd
02/23
pip~.: wbucco ui Pipe & 'fobacco Roud, 107 Cornell
FOR-EIGN AUTO REPAIR, ll.)nc~ups. reqsonable,
SE.
02/23
·
02/27
l'liflllY'S PIZZI\ 1\CI\OSS from UNM. HI spccinl · guornntccd, 26K·87!i2.
COCHITI MOTORS. WE fix car•. 6804 Cocldti SE.
for $1.2.'5: cmc .slice pepperoni pi1.zu, salad, small
~odn. 112 special for $1.90; two slice.~ pcppcrmJI pizza,
268·4071.
o3tos
~:J)mJ. medium .mdu.
· 02123
WI\TCH REPAIR 1\NIJ jewelry repair. B~at big _._ _...:.,.
store prices, Guarunteed work. Mo1hcr Lode 2318 FREE SHEPHERD CROSS pups..2 male, ~ femafc,
IN('OMP. TAX RllTURNS oonc for''' low ns $5,00
Central SE. 266·1202.
03/07 Call 873-1904 after 5.
per rci!Jrn, Ouaruntccd to be JAGCurutc m"id coniplcte.
tf/n
Special 'lttJd~:nt rates.. Plcu5c· call 266·4444 between
TYPING, FIRST QUIILITY,Holly 243-346), Ol/01
LABRI\IJO~.
PUPPIES
•
CHAMPIONSHIP
lOam 11nd .Sprn for mQre lnform.alion,
02/28
I'ERFECTIONISTTYPIST··268·407J, Michelle.
t>Joodllnes • $125,00~ 298-4091 evening$-.
02123
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDflD fo.r the Proballon·
OJ/02 SCOTfSTEREO R.ECEJVER, 18 -wa.us pcrchannel
1
P1.1mlc J).cpnnmcnt. Call Clauclia at 842·3411 to find
VOLVO REPAIR, I~ELIABLE, rcr~sonnb!c, leJiS than 6-months old. $149.95. 843·6097,
02/27
out whu~ you Cl\11 do, Tcrriric cxpcrlen~i
02126
guariuilced. Mike 247.9083.
02126 SLEEriNG BAO FROSTLINE Puma. $95.00. 255·
SOCIHY JEWISH HUMANISTS, religion without
24 flOUR TYPING service, 255·9426, 842·1383, 7288.
.
02/26
diety, crnphusl~: r:thics. 268·4427.
OU26
Jean,
OA/IJ 66CHEV. C·IO. $600/offer.255·7268. '
02126
WOO[) YOII bellcve ...3019 CENTI!AL NE. Three
TAX FORMS GETTING you dowu'! 'Lc~ve the work FLUTE: ARMSTRONG, NEW condition, Stevc266·
doors e11SI of Lobo Thr:~;~trc.
0.3/07
to u~f $10 fcc. Fn~t service. 8BI~J940, 883~9J99, 12~ 9$25 afternoons.
02126
YOGA FOR HEALTH, 4lnd relaxation. 877-5183
IOpm.
02/26
ERBACHER SKIS: 185cm, all condition ski, $25.
nflcr 9pm and weekends,
02/28
PROFESSIONAl.. . TYPING, IBM Selectric, On
Ph,34S-0600.
02/26
I'~F.SHMI\N, SOPHOMORES FUN and friendship
sraduute schools list of recommcndcd.lypists. Frances
ore only par! of being an Augcl! find OlJI more at
Hale, 266·0452.
02/27 FOR SALE: 19" CURTIS Mathis TV color concole 1
$75. 821·3386,
02/27
Angel Flight's 11 GI;td to mc~t ynl'' p;:trty, Sunday
NEED HELP W.ITH. Pupers? Typing, editing,
J7eb. 2!ilh, 2ptn nll901 Las. Lomas.
02/23
1973
PODGE
DART
HI\RIJTOP,
air,
power
top
revision, research. 281-3001.
03/07
condition, $1690, Eves,, wcck~;nds, 296·4354; ~~ays
DBAR HARE (11JT.j25.), Ph~asc don't cal tht:
843-2945.
02127
Dui~icsl How about t\ Big Mat: In 'Cruce.~ instead???
Sunny,
02/22
1967 RENAUI"T·IO. RUNS WELL. $350. 25!.7022.
LAST WllEK TO sign IW for ATS spring tennis
NOB Hill MOTEL. Reasonable dnily uno wcc~ly ;,;-;~;w:"7,=:;:-;=7C"'C""::c::-7:""-:-.,:_:0~2'!;!./27
progrnnu. Lessons, lenglles, tournaments, lighted
rntes.3712CenlraiSE.nearUNM. Phone2SS"'JJ72,
MOVING. MUST SELL: green Herr.uiOn sofa-~
couns, round robins. Ci111281·2.737 or292·2298.
OJ/08 $60,00. Caii265-J036.
tf/n
02122
All'H,I\ STUIJIOS, FUaNISHEIJ, heatc~ swim· 1972 U,S. Mllll DELIVERY van. Ford, automatio
N.C.II.O. MEETING THURSDAY Feb,22, 1979 at
ming pool, securlly guard, all utilitieS paid. $139.00 transmission. 20,000 original miles. Must scU--best
7:30pm Chien no Studies. De thcrcll
02127
monthly, Ncar Coronado and Winrock. 6200 Indian offer.
Call Pat 294-3269 evenings or 34.5-2649!
DISCO LESSONS, CLASS always open, taught by
School Rd. 883·$777 •. _
02/28. Excellent for small business.
02/27
the IJtsconncctlon Dnnccrsln lhc SUU, lowest rates,
THE CITAIJEL.. SUPERD location near UNM & FREE KITTEN TO good home, Call266·6475 after
phondl97·1928,
02/23
downtown. Oood bus serv.ice every JO minutes. 1 5:00pm.
02/22
HArPY BIIITHDI\ Y EI\RL •. love, Robyn. 021n
hcdroom or erfleicncy, $185.$230. All utilities paid. TEAC 160 CASSETTE RECORDER w/Dolby
Deluxe kitchen with dishwasher & disposal, $150. 255·4770,
02128
THINK 1\UOUTTHE Peace Corps. 277·1907, 02/26
re~;rcation ruom, swimming pool, TV room &
THE lOTH NATIONAL Confcrcn~;e on Women and
laur1dty. Adult ~omplcx, no pets. 1520 University GERMAN SHEPHERD-DOBERMAN cross.
!he Law-'wJU 1x: held in San Antonio, Texas, on. March
NE, 243·2494.
04/27 puppies. $2), 296-2974.
02128
29 ~ April I. Sfudents arc invited to atllmd. lnrorONE BEIJROOM UNFURNISHEIJ apt. Convenient SINGER FUTURA TOP of t~e line, slightly used,
rnatlon: contact Women's.Studics, 2n·38~4. 02122
to UNM • .$200 a montht utilities puid, Cal1298-4l~7 but still under warranty, automatic bobbin·windcr
TOE eSTABLISHMENT, DRINK, dine & oancc
or 298-0496.
tfln blind hems. makes buttonholes, has computerized
Stretch stitch. Also docs lots of fancy stitches.
experience presenting the happir:st happy hour and
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM apartniem, Walking Regularly $800, Now $ISO, CO$h. Call 299·6347 or
dnncingest tnusic downstairs: also serving the flncst in
distance to UNM. $13! plus utilities. 242·0124. 02/22 881·4889, .
02/28
~tcaks1 prime rlb & seafood. upstairs. Sunday
presenting the Watermelon Mountain Jog Band 7,.
NEEIJ ROOMMATE 3 BLOCKS from Univ, Call
10:)0, with Slrecttalk Tucs·Sn~, 9·l:30, Montgo~cr)'
02122
artcr6:oopms4z.so31.
Plaza Man~ B83-2S40.
tf/n
1\ VAILABLE MARCH I, EFFICIENCY apt, _ _..,;;;:.:.;,=.=..,;;;..::.:;.::=:;_:.:__ _
INTERESTED IN D&D? Come to SFJ meeting
Walking distancc··UNM·TVI. Util. paid. MEN! WOMENI JOBS. Cruiscships, freighters, No
Tuesdny aoon 2/27 Room 2!0·1\ SUO,
02122
$1l5/month. J4l-2627 or 842.0830,
02/23 experience. High pay! See Europe, HaWaii, Australia,
FREE RENT FOR caretaker, ranch·style three So. America. Career. Summer! Send S2.7S for info.
bedroom includes appliances, lWo fireplaces, horse to SEAWORLIJ DZ Dox61035, Sac:to., CA 9!860.
03/0S
acreage, Fnmilics nne. 262~.1751 Valley Remals $35
fcc,
02123 OVERSEAS JODS··SUMMER/year round. Europe,
FOUND'. GLOVES, BROWN leather, ldenllfy and
ALL. UTILITIES .PAID. Carpeted one bedroom off. S. America. AUstralia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500 ~
cJnirn in Rm, JO!i Marron Hall,
02/27
Silver,
just $9.S. 262·1751 Valley Rentals Sl.S fcc.
REWARD, LOST DOG, black wi;JI ~cd female
'
02123
Duberman, docked tail and long ears. Call :Z42·0142
or 88).4449.
02122
NEAT FEMALE .ROOMMATE needed to sha~e 'l{~~~:il~
spacious 2 be(,froom house IIi bloc:k from Hyder II
LOST: TURQUOISE AND jackluh necklace.
Park, Furnist'lcd CJilcept for your room. $135/month
Sentimental value. Reward. 277·6151.
02/28
V. utl!~ics, $13! deposit. Call Helcn2S6·7829. 02/23
tOST: CIBOLA HIGH_ ring, initials J.E.A. Rcw;ud,
898·!9!9,
.
02128
FIND YOURSELF IN tho Peace Corps. 277·!907.
Xerox
02/26
FOUND: SANDIA PEAK Trnm. pass, in Mitchell
In tirlll!lnt calor Ill
Hall, Women's Room. Identify and tlaim ·Rm. lOS
Coplosln color from colored
Marron Hall.
02/28

5
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HOUSING

6.

2.

FOR SALE

EMPLOYMENT

LOST & FOUND

An even1ng Of
Poetrywnh

COLOR COPIES
pictures, photol, etc.

50% OFF

Covered
Wlragon

regular price
with student ID
RAPID COPY XEROX CENTER
3515 Wyoming NE
(near Comanche) 292·0757
Sat. 9:30.3:00

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

- David
Johnson

Fri. Feb 23rd

8 p.m.

Humanities
Bldg. Theater

also

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified

adv~rtiselllent in the New Mel(ico

Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
tcircle onel: 1. Personals; 2. LOst & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; r,
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

EncloSP.d $ _ __ Placed bY--~- Telephone

Marron Half, Room 132

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque~ New·Mexico 87131
'

. UAJ3QvJ

WOMEN: EARN $7~, .18·)0 years of agc to p~r·
ticipate in medical research itwolving blood drawing
and short tprm t;!~!rogen adminhtmtlon. Mus! .be of
normal weight. Call Maxine Payne, 271·4064. 02/2.~
WOMEN: EARN $1)0. P~rti~IPale in medical
r~;scarc~ blood drawing. Must be of normal weight.
Call Ma.lne Payne277-4064,
021n

8.

J/J~/79

~

City may get trade z

• ..ARGARET GARCIA
SPlllCIAfAlbuquerqt!e may soon have one
IJX>LLEa.sHi~e nation's foreign trade :.1:0nes.
if a site owned by UNM, adjacent
to. the ~lbuquerque International
Airport, ts approved for the plan.
Bowever, e:ven .if the University
is willing to lease the land to the
city, approval for the trade zone is

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW WATERB81J. $109.9~ buys you I) dark
walnut·sUdncd noor frame. 2) safety "liner, .3) finest
lap seam mQttr~fi:S, any size whh threeye~r guara!llee.
Water Trips, 3407 Cen!ral. NE.
04/2.7 ·
LOOKING FOR GROUP 0 and B blood dooors,
Pl<.•asc contact:. Division of Tropical ~ Geographic
Medicine, 943 S!anford Dr, NE M·6, 277-:lOOL or
277~2SI3 and ask for l.arry Sax.
02/28
WOOD you ~<licve ... )OI9 CENTRAL NE; tl;r~<
do.or$ eas1 ,of Lobo The~trc,
•03/07

contingent upon local, state and
federal agencies.
Roughly I20 acres of UNMowned land south of the airport is
being considered for a trade zone to
coordinate the export-import
business already in New Mexico
and further encourage such trade
said Lee Hageman, director of

InternatioQal Trade Development
for the New Mexico Commerce and
Industry Department, lie said the
zone could generate 2500 jobs
·
initially,
If
the
plan
is
approved,
UNM
·
wo1,1ld be paid by the city for the
lease .. The sole interest of the
University would be to lease the

:**********************************.+
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~

All student i**

~
~
~
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~
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•
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*

•

t~

organizations

:

ASUNM will be conducting
budget hearings March 3
and 4th. If yov wish
funding all.requests must
be in by Feb. 28.
Forms available at
ASUNM office - contact
Ruth 277-5528

~
~
~
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~

:

~
~
~

:

t
:

~
~
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Woman. workers
still make less
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
59 Sharp blow UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
62
ShowWednesday's Puzzle Solved:
1 Pitch units
64
Opponent
5 Relinquish
65 Public
9 Anew
house
14 Bedouin
67
Act
indeheadband
cenl:.2
15 Over
words
16 Musical
70
Home
composition
71 Sea eagle
17 Ruse
72
Pecan. e.g.
19 Lady73
Trusted
20 Questioner
74 Carr'y
21 Cup
75
Trickle
23 Deal
DOWN
24 Crushed
1--a
inward:
2 words
hatter
27 Stale
2 Throw out
29 Provider
3 Bravery:
25- of March 48 Sky sights
31 Tinker
3 words
26 Stair post
51 Arrest: Sf.
35 Distant
4 Shirt part
28 Thailand
53 Commands
37 Fresher
5 Snip
temple
55 Region of
39 Pester
6 Slender
30 Royal
China
40 Letters
finial
32 U.S. patriot: 57 Hindu
42 Actor
i Destiny
2 words
princess·
George8 Boredom
33 Slave of old 58 Slumber
44 Operates
9 Macaw
34 Remainder 59 Iranian
45 Demise
10 Gauzy fab35- and
· monarch
47 Nigerian city
ric, e.g.
evehs
' 60 Wolf
49 Permit
11 Pier
, 36 Length units 61 surmount50 Tension
12 Adored one 38 Ranter
ing
52 Patrick ol
13 Thames es- 41 Big Calgary 63 Cipher
Pearson
66 Conducted
tuary
event
54 Beet, e.g.
18 Primp
43 Get rid of
68 Can. prov.
56 Bookworms 22 Received
46 Hasten
69 Busy bug
n--r.-""r."...,...,,...

land for generating more revenue finished product. lntern!l,tionai~y,
for UNM. said Comptroller Carroll such are~s are known as free trade
zones.
Lee.
Hageman said about $30 million
A foreign trade zone is an enclosed area considered outside the ln merchandise is being exported
Customs territory of the United annually from about 80 New
States. Zones are oper11t.ed as public Mexican companies to foreign
utilities by qualified corporations, countries, and probably about the
function under Customs super- same amount is being imported. A
vision, and· are within or adjacent great deal of work remains to be
to a port o( entry furnished with done before a formal application
facilities for receiving, handling for ·a zone can be submitted to the
and storing goods by land, water or U.S. Department of Commerce,
air. Any foreign goods (except said Hageman.
The project is being negotiated
those prohibited by law or health
between
the University, the State of
considerations) may be brought
New
Mexico,
the city of
into the zone without being subject
Albuquerque,
and
the
Albuquerque
to the U.S. customs laws of entry
business
community,
Albuquerque
and payment of duty .. Jf the
merchandise is meant for domestic engineering finn Bohannan
consumption, the importer has a Huston, in cooperation with Design
·choice of paying duties either on the Professionals, Inc, also of
continuod on pouo 6
original foreign ·materials or the

,.

Board
walker

By MISTIE WITT
. Despite the publicity,' women really have not "com!: a long way," said
an Affirmative Action Program employee from Sandia Laboratories.
Ann Hogan said at Wednesday's meeling of Women in Management in
the Robert 0. Anderson School of Management that the number of
women in the work force has increased by 50 per cent in the last five years,
yet the average wom(ln now makes 60 per cent less money per year than the
average man makes. In 1968, the average woman's income was 63 per cent
less than the average man's income.
Because of inflation and the number of divorces, a woman can no longer
plan on staying home and raising children for most of her life, Hogan said.
Most families need two sources of income, she said.
One. of the reasons women make so much less than men is that when they
decide on a job they do not have a career in mind, Hogan said.
She said that another reason women have lower paying jobs is that they
choose lower-paying fields. Most women in college today are in fields such
as liberal arts or nursing. Persons y;ith degrees in tbese fields usually start
out making less than persons with degrees in engineering or business, she
said.
Hogan said that women choose the lower-paying fields not because they
are incapable of going into other areas, but that women arc not encouraged
when they are in high school to take math courses and science courses.
These cout~es provide the background for a degree irt the higher-paying
fields.
KINGPIIOTO · Hogan said that most supervisors today were brought up to think of
women in their "traditional roles." She said that, even though most
employers will not say it, they still thil,lk of any woman working in nonZachary Woodall walks along a bench near Redondo Dr. traditional roles as a "women's libber."
and /o,oks inquisitively at the large pebbles.
"A woman will be judged as a member of the women's movement
whether she is or not," she said.

"anks clearly "ivided
in abortion bill hearing
to occur Monday
...
Partial eclipse
By MIKE HOEFf
While many thrillseekers are
rushing for front row seats 'to the
last total eclipse of the sun this
century in several northern U.S.
states, New Mexicans will be
treated to only a three-quarter
moonshadow.
UNM sunwatchers may view the
eclipse Monday in room. 114 of the
Physics Lecture and Laboratory
from 8:05 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. A
mirror on top of the lab will reflect
the image onto the classroom wall.
About 78 per cent of the sun will
be eclipsed from a view in New
Mexico, said assistant professor of
physics and astronomy Lois
Kierfaber. "If it's cloudy, one may
not know the difference,'' she said.
Bowever, others plan on getting
better seats for the spectacle, which
won't occur again in North
America unti120I7.
Researchers from at least 20
American uni,versities and amateur
astronomers will be positioning
themselves ln the "path of totality"
where the shadow of the moon will
completely darken a 200·mile-wide
path in the Pacific Northwest.
Others plan to celebrate the
occassion watching the sun go.black.
on a champagne-sipping "flight to
Totality." Offered by Alaska
Airlines, the flight will take ob"
servers 40,000 feet above the
Columbia River Gorge for a view
above the clouds.
For armchair astrortOmers, .a
Washington bar. manager has in·

vented a drink fit for the occassion.
"The Total Eclipse" features a
mixture of rum, gin, sloe gin and
orange juice, for those Intent Oil
imbibing an internal eclipse.

Legisl~tive

discussion
seminar set
A legislative seminar sponsored
by the New Mexico Research and
Study Council will be held Wednesday; Feb. 28 at 11:45 a.m. at the
Inn of the Governors in Santa Fe.
UNM educational administration
professor Richard Tonigan,
executive director of the council,
said legislators will discuss current
education bills in the legislature. .
"We're inviting· all members of
the council and their guests to
attend this· important event,''
Tonigan said. ''A no host luncheon
will be serv.ed and we're asking
members to make reservations prior
to noon on Feb. 26 by calling the
council's
headquarters
in
Albuquerque."
NMRSC is a co9perative venture
o( 37 public school districts in
north~rn and central New Mexico
which enhances the resources of its
memb.ers
in
dealing with
educational problems. The council
is headquartered in UNM's College
of Education.
·

By DEBBIE LEVY
inhabited one side of the room; the said.
The tension has been building in
The ranks were clearly divided, other side was filled with pro-choice
both
rhetorically
and crusaders.
Santa Fe and across New Mexico in
geographically.
HB314 is, in the words of its regards to HB314 and its sister
House Bill 314, the abortion sponsor, a positive measure and not propQsals, HB3IS, the unborn child
consent and penalty bill, went an abortion· bill. "It addresses the protection bill, and HJMI6, the
before the House Consumer and needs of informing women about Right to Life Constitutional
Public Aff!lirs Committee Thur· abortion, procedures and clinics," Convention joint m~morial.
sday afternoon, before a crowd of Garcia told the committee and the
All are emotional issues. Many
witne&ses and spectators. The gallery in explaining his bill. "The witnesses testifying before the
hearing was moved from a com- Supreme Court has said states can committee Thursda:'{ stressed the
mittee room to the floor of the regulate abortions •. HB314 will not position that the legislation being
House due to the large number of prevem abortions," he said.
considered should not be viewed as
interested on-lookers.
.
Instead,. the bill is designed to a moral or religious question, but a
On the House floor, the pro-life "insure the mother knows what she regUlatory question.
contingent, that supporting the bill is doing" and to make an abortion
But that was never clearly
introduced by Rep. Silas Garcia, as ~.are. as possible for her, Garda established. Several witnesses and
members of the cQmmittee
repeatedly referred to the "When
does life· begin?~· question, often
branching out to tangents virtually
unrelated to the bill under consideration.
When aspects of the bill did come
under scrutiny, the controversy
centered around whether the spouse
· of the woman, or in the case of a
minor, .the parents, should be
informed about the pregnancy, as
Garcia's bill stipulates.·
Supporters of the hill said
spouse/parent notification. would
be beneficial to the woman in·
making an informed, intelligent
dec.ision about cqntinuing or
terminating .her pregnancy.
Opponents of the bill said such
notification could, in some cases,
damage the relationsbip between
husband and wire or patent and
'
child.
As of late Thursday evenihg,
COLE PHOTO
lestimony was still being heard.
llep. Silas Garcia

•{
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Death rates high
SALT LAKE CITY (lJPI) Children born .in Southern Utah
tluri ng the years atomic bombs were
exploded above ground in Nevada
suffered two and a half times the
number of leukemia deaths as
children born before and after the
testing program, a cancer scientist
said Thursday.

Dr. Joseph Lyon, a member of
the University of Utah Family and
Community Medicine Department,
released the findings of a study of
leukemia death rates among Utah
children under age 14 from 1944 to
197.5, His report was published in
the New England Journal o.f
Medicine.
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World News

.

War fears grow
(liP I) -China hurled resupplied
armored spearheads into n<;w attacks against tough Vietnamese
regular troops Thursday and said it
had no immediate intention of
ending its six-day-old invasion prompting worldwide fears of a
long and escalating war.
Japanese reports said the Soviet
Union was mobilizing troops along
its border with China and a Russian
leader repeated the Kremlin's
solemn warning to China to get out
of Vietnam "before it is too late."
The United States and three
European nations called for an
.emergency U.\'1. Security Council

meeting on Indochina and
Washington warned Moscow
against sending troops to aid
Vietnam,
lJ PI correspondent Alan Dawson
reported from Hanoi that Chinese
reinforcements were pouring
through the ancient ''friendship
pass" invasion route into Vietnam
with a major battle shaping up for
control of the provincial capital of
Lang Son, barely 80 miles north of
Hanoi.
Dawson
said
Vietnamese
regulars, experienced ··in long
fighting against American Gls, had
been thrown against the IS-mile'
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Aid cut
WASHINGTON-Still shocked by the murde( of U.S. Ambassador
Adolph Dubs, President Carter has ordered deep cuts in civil and military
aid to Afghanistan, the White House said Thursday.
Carter's decision ''takes into account the circumstances surrounding the
death of Dubs," as well as other concerns about policies of t-he pro-Soviet
regime that came to power in Kabul last year, said Presidential Spokesman
Jody Powell.

Oil prices up

Following the lead of other OPEC states, Libya has raised its oil prices
by 5 per cent in response to the supply shortage caused by the Iranian
revolution. Two major U.S. companies· said it meant less fuel for the
American consumer.
The Shell Oil Co. and Phillips P.etroleum both announced reductions
Wendesday of between five and 15 per cent in their deliveries of petroleum
products to American wholesale retailers beginning March l.

Strike continues

.

~

NEW ORLEANS-A bitter policemen's strike that drove Mardi Gras
parades out of the French Quarter and into the suburbs escalated Thursday
with officers setting up picket lines outside city dumps and fire stations in
an attempt to include fellow public employees in their six-day walkout.
Hundreds of garbagemen refused to cross the new picket lines and the
first of 2,000 tons of garbage that annually accumulates druing Mardi Gras
festivities began clogging sidewalks.
·

I
I
I
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generals to death would be set up in
all provincial capitals.
Speaking in the oil town of
Ahvaz near the top of the Persian
Gulf, Yazdi also said, "We are
going to ask any government that
harbors the shah to send him back
to Iran. If they do not, we will send
the kind of people who will bring
him back."
The revolutionary foreign
ministry has already said it would
seek the shah's extradition to face
revolutionary justice and that it
would create a situation ill which
the exiled monarch could liye only

2 for 14·6:00 Mon·Fri
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Vietnam evacuated civilians from
the battle zones. Lang San, normally a city of 40,000, was reported
' deserted by all but troops.
Intelligence reports also said
Peking's troops were mounting new
att<1cks agaist Cao Bang provincial
capital, 120 miles due north of
Hanoi.

....

Tomorrow Matinee & Evening
Two Performances

COMING SOON
. Tuesday Feb. 27 - 8:15
COLUMBIA ARTISTS FESTIVALS presenls

'''THE WIZ' IZ
AWOW!''
-William Glover, Associated Press

1nconc~RT

''
'

'

"The perfect Jazz mus1c1an"

The new fighting followed a
pause in which Chin<! resupplied· its
. for.ces apparently in anticipation of
meeting Vietnamese regulars ·units China must whip to back its
claim of "punishing" Vietnam for
its invasion of Cambodia.
Engagements with the Vietnamese army are expected to be the
real test of strength for the Chinese
invasion, and could prevent an e<1sy
withdrawal of Chinese troops,
prolonging the war.
In a dispatch from Peking, the
Japanese Kyodo news service
quoted official government sources
as saying ,th;:t~ China was "not yet>
frnished 'punishing Vietnam and'
will not get out under the current
conditions."
Japan offered to mediate the.
Sino-Vietnamese dispute, saying it
feared a long war.
"There are fears that this will be
a long-term thing," Japanese
Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda
told parliament in Tokyo Thursday. "If so, its course will be
unpredictable and it can be feared
that it will be a large-scale war."
Japanese reports said the Soviet
Union has begun mobilizing troops
along its Chinese border.

Fri. Feb 23rd
· Bp.m.
. Humdtlities
-Bldg. theater

in Johannesburg or Tel Aviv, two
countries that have already been
denied Iranian oil.
Addressing 30,000 people in the
Ahvaz Sports Stadium, with
visiting Palestine Liberation
Organization leader Vasser Arafat
and a son of revolutionary leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
listening, Yazdi said:
"One revolutionary court is not
enough. We will set up these courts
in all provincial capitals so that we
can call criminals to account before
they escape."· Reports from the provincial
capital of Kcrmanshan said
Thursday the Khomeini 'forces had
put down a largescale rebell!on,
defeating Kurdish tribesmen who
seek a separate Kurdish state.
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Tickets:- $8.00, $7.00,$5.00
ASUNM/GSA - $2.00 discount
Monday March 5 - 8:15

presents
The New Musical Version of
"The Wonderful Wizard of O:z"

WINNER! 7 TONY AWARDS
INClU.DING BEST MUSICAL!

to be formed 1n Iran -

Happy Hour

!

deep China thrust for the first time,
Previously the Chinese were opposed by paramilitary and militia
forces.
Western military sources told
Japan's Kyodo news service that
fighting around Lang Son was the
heaviest in two days. Hanoi claimed
it was inflicting heavy casualties on
the Chinese,
The Chinese, who earlier captured the provincial capital of Lao
Cai in northwest Vietnam, were
reported to be sending another
8,000 troops and 40 tanks in the
new thrust against Lang Son.

Revoluntionary courts
fEHRAN, Iran (UPI)-Iran's
Deputy Premier for Revolutionary
Affairs Ibrahim Yazdi ·said
Thursday that revolutionary courts
similar to the one in Tehran that
has so far secretly condemned eight

Popejoy Hall

-·And'~ P1r~•n

MOSCOW-Soviet Politburo member and KGB Security Police Chief
Yuri Andropov Thursday reiterated the Soviet government's warning to
Peking to pull back its invasion force from Vietnam ''before it is too late."
The official Tass News Agency quoted Andropov, regularly ranked by
observers as among the top five in the Soviet leadership, as saying at a
meeting with electors that Peking's entire foreign policy is "obviously
dangerous.''

I
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BRIEFS

China warned

You've heard a lot about fares to Europe, but none of
them can· compare with the one you've justfound.
Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to
Luxembourg is just $295 roundtrip. Tickets must be booked
and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.
No weekend surchar~te. .
.
You'll get free wme wtth your dmner, free cognac
afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across
the Atlantic.
We'll take you to Luxembourg, right in the heart of
Europe, where you'll be just hours away by train or car from
almost all of Europe's most famous landmarks.
Seats are limited, so don't
waste any more time hunting;
You've already found the
best bargain of them all.

The.Cultural Program Committee and
The AssoCiated Students of the .University of New Mexico.

DIE FLEDEKM~\15
BY STRAUSS

Tickets: $10.00, $9.00, $7.00
ASUNM/GSA - $3.00 discount
Saturday March 10 - 8:15
America's Favorite Musical
GINGER8READPROOUCT10NS,LTD. •H :x ~•I&

SALLY ANN HOWES
EARL
LOIS
WRIGHTSON & HUNT
lt-J

. THE

.

SOUND OF MUSil:
:MIJ$1CB~AICj-fAFIO AOOGE:RS
l..YRICSBvOSCAqHAMMERSi'EtJU
bOOK evHOWARD UNOSAV ANORUSS~lCROU$E
SUGGESTED bY

"TI-re TAAPPFIJ.trtf..YSf.OE-AS"B'Y'MAi'tA TAAPf'

1976 GRAMM¥ AWARD WINNER
BEST ORIGINAL CAST Al~UM
Saturday Feb. 24 .. 2:15 - $12.00, $10.00
- (ASUNM/GSA $3.00 discount) .
Saturday Evening 8:15- $15.00, $13.00~ $10.00
The Friday Feb. 23' perfonnance SOLD OUT.-

~lsoslarnng

TERRY SAUNDERS

Tickets~ $12.00, $10.00, $8.00 ·
~SUNM/GSA - $2.00 discount
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Paratnedic course taught
By DEBBIE LEVY
Berry said. "Now we'll add another
There are no degrees-or credit
.. Ambulance and rescue personnel . week to the sessions for the CPR hours awarded u on·
· .
kneeling beside plastic clummies and extraction training.''
the paramedics PP 0 complj:~on °~
administer mouth-to-mouth
.. . ; .gram, a .. o.ug
resuscitation and CPR a -1
When the . program began iii graduates are certified by the state.
, All persqns now accepted for the
splints and bandages and.chece~o~ 1~74, Berry said, only Albuquerqu.e
shock.
F1re Department· personnel were . paramedics program are sponsored
taught. She saicl unlil two years by a community, with support from
They are participating in ago, only AFD, Albuquerque a doctor and/or hospital!' and are
· paramedics training taught at Ambulance Service and Bernalillo guaranteed a job by that comUNM.
.
County, Fire Department personnel munily when they complete the
Since its inception. aboMt four received paramedics training at the course, Berry said.
years ago, the piuamedics program EMS Academy. Now, as more
"We are in the business of
taught by the UNM School of comm~ni.tes a,round the state are
becommg
aware
of
the
importance
vo,cational
training. We must
Medicine has trained more than 150
and
need
for
trained
paramedics,
assume
graduates
will be employed
paramedics for jobs through the
they,
too,
are
sending
students
to
after
certification
in a medicalstate.
UNM.
related field," she said.
The program, which is conducted
But not all communities need
The EMS Academy also runs
by the medical school's Emergency
Medical Service Academy, came trained paramedics, Berr.ysaid. The paramedics refresher courses
out of a regional medical program course emphasis is on cardiac which are not, however, mandated
which trained students for hospital- problems, drug treatment and by the state. In Albuquerque, the
oriented courses, said EMS in- equipment usage. She said not all Emergency Medical Service Board
structor and registered nurse Jan communities need such extensive has stipulated that a refresher
instruction, nor can they afford the course is needed every two years
Berry.
necessary equipment.
Berry said.
·
'
"That program eventually
The paramedics course is taught
graduated into the full paramedics
The EMS Board is an advisory
through a state grant. The course group comprised of local doctors
course," she said.
fee is $50 and is almost always paid and comsumers. Although the
Twenty-two students are ac- by the community which· sends the board has no enforcing power since
cepted for each 12-week paramedics student for training, Berry .said. there is no state legislation covering
session. But the next class, which Some sponsoring communities will paramedics' professional actions it
begins March 8, will last 13 weeks, also pay the student's salary while makes decisions on protocol a~d
Berry said.
·
he is in training, and his board and establishes the rules and regulations
living
expenses.
fo! paramedics in the city, Berry
·"Before, we had always. insa1d.
corporated Cardio-P..ulmonary
Berry said after the ~ighth class
Resusciatation, basic life support
In addtion to the paramedcis
which begins next month, the fe~
a~d. extraction (pulling. accident
training, the EMS Academy also
will be raised.
VICtims from vehicles) training into
offers an 81-hour Emergency
the 1.2-week courses, but. found that
"The $50 barely pays for books Medical Technician program. More
it crammed the courses too tight," and Xeroxing," she said.
than I ,000 New Mexicans com-

Editorial

Regulate medicine?

By COLLEEN CURRAN
"The state should not regulate medicine."
.
This statement, made by a New Mexico doctor testifying in behalf of
House Bill 3.14 yesterday, drew much laughter and clapping from
opponents of the blll.
Because that is what the advocates of woman's rights to abortion
have been saying all along.
The doctor was explaining that House Bill 314, one which would
require detailed information about the abortion procedure (including
pictures) to be given to the woman before she makes her decision, is
needed to protect the woman from doctors who might try to talk her
into the abortion in order to make money off her.
He was questioned by a member of the House committee who asked
if perhaps the state should set up regulations to "police" the medical
profession, so that unethical behavior of that nature would be
prevented.
"They wouldn't IE)t .you do it," the doctor replied. "The state should
not regulate medicine."
But that is what House Bill 314, would do. The bill introduced by
Rep. Silas Garcia, is a regulatory bill which would describe !'1xactly what
th!l doctor can and cannot say to his patient, and what the woman can
and cannot do with her own body.
House Bill314 states that:
- Abortions must be done by licensed physicians.
- After 12 weeks, abortions must be done in a hospital.
- The woman must be given detailed information about the abortion
procedure.
.
- The woman must be informed about all the choices she has before
she makes her decision.
- If married, her husband must be informed. If she is under 18, her
parents must be informed.
- Information about the procedure, as well as information about the
choices she has, must be given to the husband or parents.
- The 48-day waiting period for Medicaid patients would be done
away with in emergency cases where the life or health of the mother is
endangered.
Proponents of the bill said it is simply a "maternal protection act"
that would ensure abortions would be as safe as possible and would
make sure the woman had made the right choice, and had not been
cloerced into choosing an abortion.
Opponents of the bill say the bill would force women under 18 to go
to "abortion butchers" in order to avoid parental wrath.
One thing is clear. The bill is an obvious attempt to set a precedent
for the state to regulate aboriton. Its proponents want to get this bill, a
relatively innocuous one, passed so they can set the stage for more
stringent ones to also be passed.

Opinion
Ratepayer-owned co-op
This is my proposal: lm calling for a referendum/petition to purchase
the gas and electrical distribution system to form a gas, electricity and
solar utility; so as to reduce over all energy cost and finance the con-.
version of Albuquerque to solar. We can do this using loiN-interest (7
per cent) government bonds.
What I'm propsing is a ratepayer-owned cooperative. Now, this will
come a shock, but once the cost of the solar utility equipment is paid,
say over a 10·20 year time period, Albuquerque's overall energy cost
could drop as much as 75 per cent.
Roosevelt faced similar economics with his hydro-dam projects,
essentially a 1930s energy crisis solution. Hydro-electric turbines, like
solar/wind, use an inflation-proof and "free" energy source. Thermal
plants, on the other hand, are much less efficient and require fuel
"charges." But what is interesting about the depression-era dam
projects ·is that our grandparents were enthusiastic since they knew
their grandchildren, namely us, would benefit from fully-paid power
plants built to last decades. Solar and wind follow similar economics of
hydro-dams.
Now you would think local elected officials would be enthusiastic,
quite the contrary. If local elected officials don't start helping the home·
grown solar firms, Albuquerqe's solar industry will be unable to
compete with California and foreign manufacturers. Now, I understand
how busy councilors are, but I find it outright rude when a ce'rtain city
councilor says "lm a lonely voice in the wilderness;" despite all the
complaints surrounding water, gas, electric, road and especially transit
utilities.
Unlike other people, I've been giving concrete recommendations as
to how cost and inflation can be reduced. With utilities increasing faster
than inflation, and utilities consuming such a huge chunk of the entire
economy; I find it unfortunate the councilors and mayor don't have
time to correct the many misconceptions, misinformation, and outright
campaigns to discredit. I would like to think it is due to the heavy work
load, but I'm left wondering if it's because of financial ties with existing
utilties and interlocking mineral interest:' lately; I'm sad to report that
certain technical. people at UN M are being threatened with unem·
ployment for doing embarrassing research, Fra'nky, the city council and
mayor are not listening. Pf:!ople, if you want better you·IT)ust stand up
for yourself.
Let them know that if they don't stop acting irresponsible towards
this energy-crisis caused inflation that you will vote the incumbents out
find vote down any future bond elections,
Martin Nix

Letters

Give us a break
Editor:
. First the administration took away our right to drop a course after the
six week limit. If you find yourself in a physics class that at the
beginning seemed difficult but you were holding you owr., and then
suddenly at about the seven week mark find you·rself drowning in
misunderstanding - tough luck buddy. The administration would
rather see you take the F than drop and try again next semester.
The came the brilliant idea of requiring a student to take 15 hours in
order to be eligible for an academic scholarship. I believe the idea was
to make sure that students receiving the scholarship were spending a
lot more time studying then anything else. That sounds good but what···
about making a living? Of course it would be different if the scholarship
were enough to make working for a living while carrying a full load of
classes unnecessary. However, the $175 isn't even enough to cover the
15 semester hours that they require in order to receive the scholarship.
And now the idea of taking away the students' privilege of repeating
a class for a better grade has come up. Unfortunately, grade point
averages are still the main reference used to measure a students' ability.
Not fair, maybe, but, none the less, true. The whole object is supposed
to be to learn the material and sometimes, for some people, for some
reason it takes mote than one attempt. But now the administration has
decided that students shouldn't even be allowed this shortcoming.
Learning is no longer the object, and your grade point is no longer a
measure of the knowledge that you have actually aquired, but rather
how fast you can aquire it in a competitive situation. The emphasis
seems to be on thinking up new and better ways to make it harder 0 n
the student. Sure would be nice if the administration could spend a little
tim~ working for us instead of putting out so much Qnergy working
aga1nst us .. There must be some way to convince them that most of us
are out here working our asses off just to keep our head above water.
SO GIVE US A BREAK ALREADY!!!
K. Wallwork
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Pa~ of the pa~amedic training involves learning how to use emergency equipment, such as
an mflatable splint.

Editor:
A Spur is a member of an honorary society composed of sophomore
men and women whose purpose is to serve the college and community
and to develope potential qUalities of leadership.
The members of Spurs have become a vital part of their campuses
and communities as they serve in a variety of ways ranging from
ushering at college-sponsored activties (Popejoy) to \NOrking with
mentally retarded children. Spurs always strive to leave an atmosphere
of service happily performed as they live according to their motto ''At
Your Service."
Spurs are selected in the spring of the year from freshmen meeting
the following qualifications: interest and participation in campus ac·
tivites; dependability; unselfishness; service to · others; and a
scholarship rating of at least an accumalative 3.0 average. They are
then active for the succeeding school year, ·
·
If you ate interested in Spurs, come into the Dean of Students Office .
at Mesa Vista Hall or drop by the information booth in the Student
Union Building no later than Feb. 27.
Mario Ortiz
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At your service

Editor:
This leiter is to correct an error on the Kiva Club appropriation artiCle
• on Feb. 16. The article·stated that all the appropriated funds will be
Used for Nizhoni Days. The $3,682that is appropriated to the Kiva Club
will not totally b'e used for·that purpose.
.
.
Betty 0 jaye
Advisor, Native American Studies

. 1 t d 1h
Pee
e course last year to
A condensed 81·hour course
b~co'?e .EMTs. All ~ersons fun- taught at the EMS Academy is now
cllomng m a rescue unit must have mandatory for UNM medical
81-hour cer~ification according to school students.
stateregulallons.
.
"Many medical students get
. There are more than 100 EMT limited training in emergency care
mstructors around the state, most techniques. The condensed course
of whom are volunteers who have used to be an elective, but the
full-time jobs.
.
importance of 'the course was
"Most services, like the fire realized, so it became a
d~part111:ents and. ambulance ser •. requirement," Berry said.
v1ces, w1U use thetr volunteers, who
She said passing the condensed
are. also full-~im~ employees, to course is a requirement for
tram th.e serv1ces own people," membership in Medicine Bow, a
Berry sa1~..
volunteer first aid group.
She sa1d 1ft he 20-student quota is -,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;w
not filled in a class, laymen will be
accepted:
. r 1 Bicycles
Berry said the Albuquerque
Best Prices in Town
Technical-Vocational Institute
..J.J~Op.ed
offers an Sl-hour course, as do
3222 Central
other institutions in New Mexico.
268-3949

TOlL FREE: 800·:123·1?82
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DRINK DINE DANCE EXPERIENCE

•aliln&

tlc:ArtD PRIX

** Career Opportunities.**

Malibu Grand Prix has built a public skilled driving
course for your enjoyment. On Monday; March 5 at
10:00 a.m., interviews will be held for male/fe~ale
cashiers, receptionists, pit attendants and 'mechanics.
Full/Part time opportunities are available. Malibu is
located just 3 miles north of l-40, just Off 1·25. Take the
Mcmtgomery exit or San Mateo exit.

~
~ MONTGOMEIWPt.AZAl~NTGOMERV

Dinner

6·10 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.
til11 p.m.

•t SAN MAIEO

883-~540

u (/JU'/i
Dance to:

Street Talk
9-1:30
Next Week

Lunch

11:30 a.m.- 2 p.m.

f/leputatlon #6 ;.dt /}Jfe.a~ n

(
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... Zone

<:ontinuad from ppgn 1

'

Albuquerque, has agreed to prepare
a plan for wno facilities and
estimate construction costs, said
Hageman.
There arc about 30 other foreign
trade zones in the United States,
including those in McAllen, Texas;
San Francisco; New Orleans;
Mayaguez (Puerto Rico); and an oil
refinery in Hawaii. Authority for
establishing these facilities is
granted by the Foreign Trade Zones
Board under the Foreign Trade
Zones Act of 1934, as amended and
under the Board's regulations.

Disabled on Campus will meet
today at 3 p.m. in Room 250-A of
the SUB.

Native American
aid help planned
The Native American School Workshop sponsored by the Financial
Aid office is being held again today from 9 to 5 p.m. in the south
ballroom of the SUB.
The Workshop, held Thursday and Friday, is to assist the currently
enrolled Indian student to prepare financial aid forms to meet the
March I deadline, said Greg Lay, a counselor from the Financial Aid
office.
"Representatives from the Navajo, Laguna,,Hopi, Zuni, JucarillaDulce tribes as well as the All Indian Pueblo Council are here to help
students with financial aid applications for aid from these tribes,"
said Bob Mondragon, a counselor from Native American Studie~.
Financial aid counselors are also available to help students in
preparing Financial Aid Forms, New Mexico Supplementary Incentive
Orants, and Bureau of Indian Affairs Educational Grants, said
Mondragon. __

l':f

Phi Alpha l'heta, the history honorary society, will meet today at
3:30p.m. in the Historx Lounge,

~his
,.

***
Hokona
Hall Fantasy

NOW HERE THIS EDITOfi/AL SlJBfl/IISSIONS POLICY: AnY
chartf!rf!tf orgorJizatlqn or campus grqlip mar submJt ~n·

notmcomtmtS of tJVonts or special meetings to the
fi8WBroom, Room 130, Mflrrim Half. Tho Lobo will attflmpr to
publish llotlr::D$ rho day htJforu and tflo day of t~e mtJotlng
!Jut NO GUARANTEf OF PUB_LfCA TION _IS MAD~. Tiff!
oditms suggost tftut profips wi~hlllg to jJubllci~!J /mpr;mant
fiYtJiits pur~IJBse apprppriato advertising to guwanttHJ
pl!bli(!atlon.

Research and
Development

Increasingly, our customers
-lxllh major and
independent petroleum
companies-rely on the
skills of our engineers to
engineer oil and gas well
cementing, stimulation,
and remedial services. As
a field engineer, you'll be
responsible for thoroughly
analyzing the needs of
your customer's well,
cngint'Cring the service
or treatment design,
presenting your
recommendations to your
customer, marshalling the
equipment necc_ssary to
perform the service, and
supervising the Hallibunon
personnel on the job.
Field engineering
demands an individual
with excellent engineering
abilities and who is willing
to accept tremendous
responsibility within
a few months of
joining Halliburton.

To maintain our exacting
quality standards
Halliburton manufactures
the vast majority of the
equipment we usc in
providing our servict'S. 'lb
keep Up with booming
demands we operate
several manufacturing
facilities in the U.S. and
abroad. We offer a unique
challenge because our
work involves both long
production runs and job
shop operations.
As an engineer in
this depanrnent, your
responsibilities can range
from developing
manufacturing procedures
for a new product to
ev:tluating quality
control procedures.
Individuals selected
for manufacturing
opponllllities must have a
high degree of technical
ability, the personality to
work effectively with
people, and a healthy dose
ofhorse sense.

A major reason for
Hallibunon's leadership
position is the constant
flow of new products,
techniques, and procedures
from our Research
and Development
Deparunents. The
depanrnents are widely
recogni7.ed as both the
most productive and the
largest of their type in the
world. The departments
function in four basic areas
-Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical, and Tools.
Several different
professional disciplines arc·
required. Eventually you'll
be assigned primary
responsibility for an entire
project. It is a position that
requires an individual with
a unique underntanding of
how to practically apply
theoretical concepts, able
to communicate with field
personnel, and who enjoys
the challenge of expanding
an entire industry's
technological base,

The
Role·
Playing Group will be adventuring
in Room 23.1-A of the SUB at 7
p.m. tonight.

.

***

Betsy Shevey, playwright and
director, will speak on the problems
of women directors in the Honors
Center Lounge today from noon to
2,p.m.
Financial
Workshop,
sponosred by Native American
Studies and the Kiva Club, today
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom.

* * ,':(

Kenneth Morrison, director of
Indian Studies at UCLA, will be
recruiting for the Graduate History
Department in the North Ballroom
of the SUB today from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.

·:;"~'.f:~:

··L~l;. - - -

***

* *

"~ House. Today
·. Engineering Open
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday
from 9 a.m, to I p.m.

***

A demonstration Go match, will
be presented aCSt. John's College
in Santa Fe Saturday from 1:30
p.m. to 5:30p.m.

***
Greenhouse

Solar
Planting
session at the United Ministries
Center Sunday. Supper at 5:30,
planting from 6: 15 to 8 p.m.

***
Student Union.

.Jewish
Open
House, Sunday at 2 p.m. at 1000
Princeton SE. . _,_

.Angel Flight,*"*
"Glad to Meet Ya"

meeting Sunday at 2 p.m. at 1901
Las Loinas.

***

Students at Canterbury invite
you to eat dinner and study
Corinthians Sunday at 6 p.m. at the
Canterbury Chapel.

***

Phillip Chan will ·give an
illustrated public lecture on his
work Monday, at 8 p.m. in Room
2018 of the Fine Arts Center.

The Lobos have guaranteed
themselves a winning record and
can finish as well as 19.9 of as bad
as 15-13. UNM has not had a losing
season since 1961-62.

Covered
Wlra on .
.

I<'I

This weekend Mary Redeau and her teammates play in
their last two home games of the season.

The runnin' Rebs feature Earl
Evans, a 6-8 senior forward who is
averaging 18.6 points and 10.4
boards a game. His counterpart at
forward will be freshman Mike
"Spiderman" Burns who gets
about I 0 points and six rebounds
per game. At center will be senior
Brett Vroman who stands a tall7-0
and gets 12.3 points and 8.8 boards
a contest. The guards will be senior
Tony Smith (15.9, 2.0) and junior
Flintie Ray Williams (8.4, 1.8).

Cagers Need Two Wi.ns
After eight conference games the
UNM women's basketball team is
still in contention for a post-season
playoff berth-but just barely.
The Lobos need to win both
"' league games this weekend, as well
as ·their remaining three conference
games, to have a chance of
finishing among the top four
Intermountain Conference teams
and playing for a spot in the
regional playoffs.
UNM hosts Northern Colorado
at 5 p.m. today and•league-leadin:g
Colorado at 5 Saturday night in
University Arena.

IIIII
llll'llm IPt!
presents

lltrDII!
February 23 & 24,1979
Friday and Saturday Nite
Doors open at 8:45
Admission 81.00 w/UNM ID
82.00 Public

Colorado, 9-0, Wyoming, 8-2, and
Utah, Weber State and Brigham
Young, all wi~h 7-2 records.

I.IICt tD ••••, 1•1r.

UNM coach Kathy "Marpe said
her team cannot lose another game
and hopes to make the playoffs.
And even with five victories in the
last five games, the Lobos need the
leaders' to lose in the next two
weeks. One of those leaders will
lose when Weber State and
Wyoming tanglf this ~eekend. .

Going into tonight's contest, a
preliminary game to the' men's
game with Nevada-Las Vegas, the
Lobos are 5-3 and in sixth place in
the. conference. They trail

Concert Express
Presents

~

"They're the kind of team that is
really competitive," Marpe said
Thursday
about
Nonhern
Colorado, 4-5 in the conference.
"You can't get rid of them (in a
game). They stay with you and
sneak up on you in the last part of
the game."
"We know they're undefeated

* *'*

Applications for Las Campanas,
the Junior Honorary, are available
at the Dean of Students Office.

***

Mortar Board, the Senior
Honorary, has applications
available at the Dean of Students
Office,
If. If. 11Bine Key, national honor
fraternity is currently accepting
petitions
for
membership.
Applications are available at the
Deitn of Students office in Mesa
Vista Hall.

Halliburton Services personnel will be on campus to interview canclidates for positions in these areas:
Field
Engineering

ManufactUring
Engineering

Research&
Development

Equipment
Engineering.

Chemical Engineering
Ci vii Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
General Engineering with
energy. and power
systems prclcrrcd

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Chemical Engineering
ML"Chanical Enginet;ring
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Computer Science
Physic.s
Rock or Fractute
Mechanics

Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engin.;cring

If you are unable. to ilfterview when we're on campus, please send a copy of .
your resume
.
.to: BiU Baker, Recrni~g Coordinator, Drawer 1431, Duncan OK 73533.

NMIIVOtk
I.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

FEB 24 9:00 PN
tt.oo with ID

'•'
I

••••

·-

We'll be on campus next week
to talk about careers
in energy.

lflring br11k lltte~

C.tribun ·
Sfl/1 01neing
UNM llmlfflm

..

GRADUATING?

The energy challenge can lead to a
rewarding car~er for you. Let. us
provide you w1th the opportun1ty.
We're researching new energy
sources, inniating computerappllcations, seeking better ways to protecfthe environment, and utilizing
innovative transmission techniques.
If you'll be grad.uating iry one of the
following areas, come discuss your
future with us.

SALSA SOUl
'79

.

Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

The Lobos won that first contest,
which was played in the Las Vegas
Convention Center in front of a
capacity crowd of less than seven
thousand ..
·
This time there will probably be
about 10 thousand more people
• watching the show, and there will
be plenty of basketball players there
capable of giving them their
money's worth.

Muslim Students Association will
meet Saturday at 4 p.m. in Tapy
Hall Room 201. A speech by an
associailon member and a film on
the Iranian revolution will be
shown.

Sign up now at the placement office.
On campus interviews March 2.·

Duncan, Okla. 73533
A HALLIBURTON Comp:~ny
Equal Opponu:tity Employer M!F

·-

***

One imponant reason for
our leade~ship in oil field
services is the rugged
dependability of our
equipment. Vinually every
piece of service equipment
we use is designed and
built by Hallibun-;m
people. As an eqwpment
. engineer, you'll be given
responsibility for a
specific project.
That responsibility
will include all engineering,
introducing your product
to Hallibunon field
personnel, and trouble
shooting in the field. You'll
take charge of the complete
project from inception to
successful field
perfomrance.
Equipment
engineering demands an
individual who is able to
cross interdisciplinary
lines, who can work well
'with other engineers and
non-technical people, and
who has the ability to
communicate well.

dcreated UNLV In Vegas by three
pomts. They are 15-8 overall, 'I·'+ lll
the WAC and are led by senior
forward Kim Goetz who i\Verages
19 points a game,

t

A lecture on "Human Rights,
Special Right-s, Institutions and
Practices" will be presented on the
Fifth Floor of the Humanities
Building at 3 p.m. today.

Equipment
Engineering

The Lobos feature Phil
"Iceman" Abney and Larry Belin
as their most dependable scorers as
they are both getting around 16
points a game. Everrcttc "Hiway"
Jefferson is averaging 13.9 points a
game, while the Lobo team gets an
average of 87.2 points every time
they step out onto the cou!!;

Both the Nevada-Las Vegas
Saturday evening the. 'Lobos
Rebel and the New Mexico Lobo resume conference play as they host
basketball teams have been known San Diego State. The Aztecs, too,
for liking to shoot the basket
through the hoop. Nobody's ever'
accused them of being two of the
nation's best defensive teams.
Vegas is the top scoring team in the
nation while UNM is 7th. The last
time the two got together, they were
involved in a l02-99 shoot-out.

***
Aid

We've grown because we've made it a practice to employ the brightest, most capable J)eople available.
Which is exactly why we're coming here.
We're Halliburton Services, the largest oil field service company in the world. We provide a
full range of highly technical, extremely complex services to the petroleum and other industries. This
visit, we're interviewing fot positions in the f<;>llowingareas ofour business:

Manufacturing or
Plant Engineering

Look out Albuquerque there's
going to be a fire.
On the corner of University and
Stadium there sits a building called
University Arena and tonight a pair
of hot-shooting, floor-burninl;l
teams will take the court and setthe
Pit aflame.

***

$\eat

·We're looking for.th·e best
graduates in the nation.
That's why we're interviewing
at the University of New Mexico.

Field
Engineering

Runnin' Rebs Here

**

David Johnson will read from his
works tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Hurnani.ties Building l)eat~r.

.Jloro

"

.

'

Contact your Placement Office for details or
write:

Ar.izona Public Service Company
P.O. Box 21666
Phoenix, Arizona 85036
An Equal Opportunity
'Employer M/F
.
.

.

The Tubes

sunday ·• February 25th
1

PopeJoy Hall • 8:00. PM
•

Ticl<ets on sale at all TiCketmaster locations, both General stores,
Sears (Coronado center>; Popejoy Hall Box Office
and the sub Box Office.
CiJ/8/df p;r~l:
Produted

~·Jiewl

.,
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Tracksters Compete
In WAC Meet

In Home Opener

By RA \' GLASS
yard hurdles and the 440 yard~dash,
Led by three Ail-Americans, the and Ongawe and Romero qualified
UNM men's track te;~m is hoping .in the 880 yard run.
for ;~ third-place finish at the
Other Lobos in Pocatello include
Western Athletic Conference in- Angello Collado, Bill Goodman,
door, track championships today Kyd Kendrick, Hector Giron,
and Saturday <It Idaho State Kipsubi Koskie, Hans Segerfeldt
University's
Minidome
in ~\ld Clancy Devery.
Pocatello.

The New Mexico baseball team
will go after its first win of the
young season <IS it tangles with the
Northern Ari;zon;~_ University
Lumberjacks.
Today the two teams hit the field
at 2 p.m. in the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium for a single game. Then on

Fat wei Kimaiyo, Jeremiah
Ongwae, Mark Romero and nine
other Lobos will compete against
defending NCAA and WAC
champion Texas-El Paso, Brigham
Yol.lng, Utah and Colorado State in
the meet held in conjuncti"on with
the Big Sky Conference championship and District 7 qualifying
meet.
But UNM athletes will also· be
competing against the clock in an
attempt to qualify for the national
championships March 9th and I Oth
in Detroit.
'
UTEP and BYU have more depth
than the other schools and should
battle each other for the team title.
UTEP, which returns five individual winners, beat the Cougars
166-111 last year for the Miners'
fifth straight indoor title.
UNM Coach Bill Silverberg said
his athletes are aiming for
qualifying times, with an extra
emphasis on qualifying the distan<;e
medley relay team.
Five Lobos have already
qualified in individual events.
Kevin Evans and Richard Knop
bettered the standard in the 60 yard
days, Kimaiyo qualified in the 60

UNIVI Hosts NAU Today

Lobo Gymnasts
Defeat Odessa

Saturday they will play a
doubleheader beginning at I p.m.,
again in the Sports Stadium.
The Lobos are 0-3 after being
burned by "the Arizona Wildcats in
Tucson last week. "They were
dumped 10-5, 6.4 and. 16~4.
Nobody ,scouted the Lum.
berjacks for UNM, so the Lobos
;~re not sure o( what they are getting
into. They will start Moe Camilli,
Rqb Hoover and Greg Pardus on
the mound during the series.
Both Hoover and Camilli are 0-1,
along with Jol)n Cherney.

It all came down to the final event as the New Mexico men's gymanstics
team defeated Odessa College 209.6-208.8 Thursday night in Johnson
Gym.
The Lobos were holding on to a slim 173.35-172.8 lead going into the
high bar event. But the Lobos, topped by Perry Genovese's second place
performance and Ken Hoeg's third place mark took the event and the
meet. Genovese scored a 9.25 while Hoeg had a.9.0.5.
Genovese said, "At least I did~'t fall apart. It came down to' me again
and I was able to do it.''
Genovese was the all-around winner with a 53 .2. Troy Chovan of Odessa
came in second with 52.05. New Mexico's 50.1 performance was good
enough for fourth.
Lobo Brent Hood said, "We did't do as well.as we should have. But the
high bar really made the meet for us."
The Lobos were able to take the lead from the start as they outscored
Odessa 35.3-34.8 in the floor. Genovese came in second with a 9.1 while
Tay Carter came in third with a 8.95. Odessa's Mike Bartley won it with a
9.3.
But the defending junior college champs shined most brightly in the
vaulting. They outscored UNM 37.25-36.25 with both teams putting on a
fine show. All four gymnasts who scored for Odessa hit 9.1 or better.
UNM had three gymnasts score nine or better. Again it was Genovese,
Hood and Carter who led the way for UNM. Odessa's Bartley and Bob
Moore tied for first with 9.5 scores.
But the highest score of the evening belonged to the Farmington marvel,
Steve Jennings. He scored a 9.6 in the pommel horse with his closest rivals
being UNM's Carter and Odessa's Doug Jacobsen who both had 8,2
scores.
UNM captured three of the six events: the floor exercise, pommel hose
and high bar, with Odessa capturing the vaulting, rings and parallel bars.

..'
•'

·has an nbsession. He. has never won
the big one-the WAC championship.
"A wrestler can have the best"
record in the WAC," said the UNM
grappler. "But if he doesn't win the
conference championship it doesn't
mean anything."

UNM wrestler Paul Marfiz, who
is known as "Y ogie" by his friends, .
has always done respectably weJI in
the tough WAC conference. This
year is no different. Marfiz, a
junior, has accumulated a i7-4
record and is posting a 1-1 record in
Marfiz, who captured fourth in
conference competition.
·conference last year, will have
the
Despite his fine record Marfiz

Weekend Prey

·

Ruggers In Ac~ton
The UNM men's rugby football club will be the only university rugby
team to see action this weekend when they host Wyoming Saturday for a
pair of matches on the south campus practice fields.
UNM and Wyoming play an A-side match at noon with a B-side match
immediately following. The Lobos are 0-2 this spring after losing to the
Rio Grande ·Rugby Union champion Albuquerque Aardvarks last
. weekend.
The Flying Burrito Sisters, UNM's women's team, will be idle for the
·
second weekend in a row.
The Burrito Sisters got off to a fast start this season, downing Santa Fe
22-0 and 4-0. But a lack of transpcrtalon and a lack of opponents have
idled them since their first matches.
The women were scheduled to play in a 20-team tournament l!lst
weekend at the University of California at Northridge. But, after be!ng
allocated travel funds from the ASUNM Intramural and Recreation
Board, the Burrito Sisters could not. find enough vehicles to make the trip
.
and withdrew from the tournament.
"When we asked, the schi>ol's (UNM) vans were already reserved," cl!lb
member Jan McGeachy said. "We .didn't have enough private cars to take
everyone.'' ·
The women have one match st:heduled in March, next weekend against
Santa Fe. But Santa Fe is the only other women's rugby team in the state, a
situation which makes oQponents hard to come by. , "
.
.
"The schedule looks pretty bleak," M~Geachy sa~d. We haye no other
games lined up in March, but we're tryll1g to get mto an Anzona tour.
.
.
nament later in the month.''
All UNM home matches are played on the fields south of Ut1iVers1ty
Stadium with no admission charge.

'.
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MAKE IT.
WITH

JUAREZ
TEDUILA

GOLD OR SILVER
IMPORTED & BOTTLED BY TEDUILA JALISCO S.A.
ST.LOUIS, MO .. 00 PROOF

Mountain Outfitters

the opportunity ag'ain.this weekend.
in L"aramie, Wyo. to bid for the
l90•pound title . But there is one
obstacle that Marfiz must eliminate
before he can bring the title to
UNM and that is Kevin Sheesley of
Colorado State. At the WAC
championships last year it was the
same Colorado wrestler that
eliminated Marfiz's chances for a
shot at the title. This year according
to the WAC wrestling preview
Marfiz and Sheesley should meet in
the finals of the WAC 190-pound
class title.
UNM wrestling coach Rqn·
Jacobsen, who is a former WAC
champion,
mentioned
that
everytime Marfi;z and Sheesley meet
"It comes right down to the wire.''
This year Marfiz feels the out:ome will be different. "I'm going
.o win the conference title."
Marfiz, who started wrestling at
:ooper High School in St. Paul,
Minn. considers himself a latecomer to wrestling. He mentioned
that most of l!is teammates started
wrestling in Jr. High School. ln
high school the. UNM wre.stler
posted a 27-3 record .plus a fourth
place in the state finals. in his
collegiate career Marfiz has beaten
some of· the top wrestlers in the
nation. This year he outpointed
George Bowmen, who is.the eighth
ranked wrestler in the nation in his
weight class.

MIDWINTER
CLEARANCE SALE
Save Up to 40% with ID
Mt. Equipment Polarline Jackets
Reg. $45.00 $28.88w/ad
Mt. Equipment Polarline
Parka -Reg. $65.00 $48.88w/ad
Alti-Wear Pop-Over
_
Reg. $34.87 $27.87 w/ad
Cordura Deluxe
Day Pack Reg. $1+.95 $11.88 w/ad

9611 Menaul Blvd. NE
Hours: Monday through Friday 9-9

Offer Expires ·
Feb.28th,1979 _

Saturday 9-6

YOURCHOICE! BUYONE;GETONEFREE
TheOne&OnlyTaste
of
. ·

r,IG MAC· • QUARn;;R f.QJNot;;R,
FIUlTO'FI6t.f• • QUARTi,;;R t:OJNot;;Ro
WITI-ICill;~

Golfers In Hawaii.
The Lobo men's golf team is in Hawaii this week, participating in the ·
John Burns Invitational.
·
·
·
·
This is the first competition of the year for the golfers, who ar~ led by
all-American Mitch Mooney, and include Ron Stclton, Mark Pelleuer, Jeff
McMilJien, Curt Byrum and Joe Stansberry.
·The tournament includes teams from Califorilia as well as a Japanese
collegiate team.

Errors played key roles in their
losses last week as in the first game,
five of the Wildcats' 10 runs were
unearned, while Hoover gave up
four on his own,

.,
"'*

Marfiz Eyes WAC Title
By ANDREW CARDONA·

..

I

Ar~ you in !he mood for a mealln a sandWich'? Then haw a
Big Mac!" Ready for a change of pace?TtYa F.ilet-0-Fish!" Look·
lh!i for a big. beefy hamburger t.o satisfy your hearty appetite'?
HowaboutaQuarterPounder'orQuat1erPounderWithcheese?
They all taste great. BuUhe really great thing about this offer is
that you can have· any one ohhem free, when you buy OM of

the same.,

,

~91 HL'fnt(•tn!f~m:t4or

Good Only Mon.·Fn. Spm·Bpm
0_00000
~· Sat.10:30am-1pm
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McDonald's
.
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or yOU •

OFF.;;f:t!;XPIR!;.S APRIL 1, fQlCI
LlmlloncC6~pon per euolomet pet vlolt.

Goodonlyal M~Donald'6 at 2200 Central6b
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PEC to present the Tubes

I

ARTS
Woman director to speak
,

The Tubes will perform ot PopejOlJ Ho.ll on £.undolJ c.t 8 p.m. os port of their world tour.

PEC presents a totally unique
experience with the Tubes in their
1979 World Tour Sunday, at 8 p.m.
at Popejoy Hall.
The Tubes trace their group
history all the way back to Phoenix,
Arizona, in the mid-sixties. The
various individuals who now make
up the band moved in and out of a
succssion of bands who shared gigs
with musicians who eventually
became part of Three Dog Night

and with an ambititous young man
who the world now knows as Alice
Cooper.
The Tubes are Sputnik Spooner
on guitars and vocals, Roger Steen
on hibeam guitars and vocals,
Prairie Prince and Mingo Lewis
together as the Thump Lords on
drums, Vince Welnick on piano,
Mike Cotten on the sythesizer,
Gator Anderson on bass and John
Waldo Fee Waybil, lead vocalist.

Playing cowboy bars eventually
lost its charm and the group
migrated to San Francisco, where
they soon became the Bay a.rea's
most infamous non-hippie band.
In Todd Rundgren, the Tubes
found a producer who both shared
their expansive vision and had the
technical expertise to focus it on
record.
With four albums under their
belt they have demonstrated their
mastery of rock and roll idioms.

The only woman director to ever collaborate with Tennessee Williams,
.or do a professional production of one of his works, will speak in the ··
Honors Center Lounge today from noon to 2 p.m.
The director, Betsy Shevey is 'at UNM working on an improvisational
fantasy called' 'Storyline."
.
Shevey just completed directing an off-Broadway production of Ten·
nessee Williams' ''Eccentricities of the Nightingale." She worked with.
Williams on what will be the final and definitive version of the play, which
was originally produced in the fourties.
Shevey said Williams liked her "expressionistic" ints:rpretation of the
work and rewrote it for her production.
Williams has been awarded the Pulitzer Prize for drama twice; in 1.948
for "A Streetcar Named Desire," and in 1955 for "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,''
Shevey will speak at the weekly Friday Coffee Conversation on the
problems of women directors.
She listed some problems women directors encounter, such as; not,being
hired by m~le producers, or only being hired to do plays that deal with
womens' · problems, and rarely being allowed to work with male
playwrights.
"My personal goal is to push sensitivity In the American Theatre forward. I believe that women can do this better than men because we arc ·
more open and compassionate."
"Men are into the.traditional macho, or 'tits and glit' type of theatre,"
the director said. "Men are mechanized and corporate. They have lost that
sense of worth of the individual because they have been out there in a
.
'make-a-buck' society for too long."
Shevey said that women are not as calloused to society_ because they
haven't been subjected to it for so long.
"In a revolution you hope to change things, rather than have them
·
change you."
"The advancement of the the!!tre movement is my first goal, not the
feminist movement," Shevey said. "I am using my femininity to help push
the change."
The production of "Storyline:' will be held in the Experimental Theatre
on March 5, 6, and·7, at 3 and 8 p.m. There will be no admission fee.
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The album has left me with a strong desire to see the
group in concert. The album makes UFO sound
dynamic and it has that force rock is famous for.
The vocals are good, but the group seems to be
carried by guitarist Michael Schenker. One of the
photos on the inside cover of the album shows
Schenker playing "tlying-V" guitar, or at least one
very similar. Whatever it is, the man knows how to get
the classic rock sounds of out it.
·
It is very seldom when a rock album is released that
is evelj worth while to listen to. This one is worth
purchasing.

Orson Wells

Trevor Howard

THE THIRD MAN
James Mason

Valli

1950
Kathl~en

Robert Newton

Ryan

ODD MAN OUT
Central at 2nd

242·9741

1947
Ample Convenient Parking

'%·t·.

NOMINATED FOR 9
ACADEMY AWARDS

!if

J;.
1.'

A deadly new
twist from the
original Hitchcock.

F~~day night at the .~Y~ Theatre

UFO produces a d~namic sound
By JOHN CHADWICK
UFO
"Stra11gers i11 tile flight"
Chrysalis I CH2 1209]
On their studio albums, UFO comes across as dull
and boring.
But, on their new live album, !hey come across as
anything but dull.
"Strangers in the Night" is a double album,
recorded live. lt has also improved my opinion of
UFO, a group l had always considered a below
average rock band.

242"9741
ODD MAN
OUT

7:00 and 9:15

including:

BESTPimRE
BEST ACTOR

Warren Beatty

ASUNM Students .$1.00 Public $1.50

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Jack Warden

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
DyanCannon

1he SQ"eWbaa comedy that alses
to the occasiOn!
Director Betsey Shevey will speok ot the honors Center LoungctodolJ.

JOSEPH BRENNER PRESENTS

"ITS NOT
THE SIZE
THAT COUNTS"

ots

BEST DIRECTOR
FAR NORTH CINEMA III
San Mateo &Aeademy
821-6769

Tuesday Evening
AD Seatt SUIO

WhatvoU

think it'S
aboUt...

CO

M .. i;N"tHEATAt~

~~»<WINROCKTII.fi

701 WIN ROCK CINTIR IIH022:J

It'S about!

SEAN
DONALD
CONNERY SUTHERLAND

THE GREAT
TRAIN
ROBBERY@
5:50 7:55 10:00

FEB. 23•24

. . 1='t'lo\JS1S

e'-"'\JG._..,.e:. ' ·f'"ts
Sifent(USA,l9721(S.t. Mat. 3:45) 7:30
SlaUghter(USA; 1972((Sal. Mill. S:!lo) 9:15

f!!I·~
5:40 .

. 9:50.

silent running

C\lfl\\
WARREN JULIE .. JAMES
BEATIY CHRISTIE MASON
CHARLES DYAN
BUCK VINCENT AA<>.. JACK .
GRODIN CANNON HENRY. GARDENIA WARDEN
•

,-a$ Malt

SCREENPlAY £r{ ElAINE MAY AND WARREN BEAlTY PRODOCED £r{ WARREN BEA1TV
lliRECTED lr{WARREN BEAlTY AND BUCK HENRY Rl!adthc! Ballantine Paj>etback APARAMoUNT PICTURE

5:45 7:40 9:-10 .

.,.,. . . . . . . . .•.. "'"' """'""· . IGI

ASUNM Students $1.00
5:20 1:30 9:40
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Rewar~.

Edith

898·5959.

02/28
FIND YOWI\Slli.F IN the Peac< Corps, 277·5907,

Hall, Women'.~ Room. Identify and claim f{rn. 105
Marron H<!ll.
02/28

or

CONCm•'rJONS RW • A COLLllCTION
WNM
SIUdcnJs' malive work•. $1.00. Marron Hall Room
10.1.
tr/n
AC~'URATH INfORMIITION IIBOIJT eon·
trnccption, stcrllilatlon, abortion. Rlght to Choose,
294-0171.
04/27
I'REONANCY TESTING AN() coun.<cling. Phone
247-9819.
04/27
PASSPORT and .IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. 3
for $3.75/1 Lowc.n prices In town! FaH, pleasing,
ncar UNM. C~U 265~2444 or ~omc to 171? Girard
l!lvd. Nil.
04/27
CONTIICTS'/?1 POLISHING & SOI.WTIONS,
Casey Ontlcal Comp(l,ny. 2f'iS·8K46.
04/27
WJ!ITilRS: AN ENGLISH IJept..sponsorod liiblold
Is now !ICccpting poetry urad pros~.: (fiction and nonfiction) 1iUbmis~ior1s., We rcque!jl ttmt work be lypc~
und delivered to Humanities fl,rn.272. Contributo_rs
must be UNM studcnpj, Wf! cannot return
IJIUrlli-~Crf{WS',
tf/n
IIIC I.IGHTEJtS $.69 (SPECIAL), Imported
dg.arcuc~, pipe.~. Rainbows 1 clgllr!;, cu~tom blend
pfpc !.obncco nl Pipe- & Tobacco Road. 107 Cor.ncll
SE.
02/23
l'l,llRY'S PIZZI\ AC'Il.OSS from lJNM. Ill speelol
for $1.2~: one slice pepperoni pinu, salud, small
~odu. H2 !>('leciul fur$ t .90: two Miccs. pepperoni pina,
~ulatlj mcdillm!ioda.

OU23

INCOMI.i TAX RE'I lli~NS done for !IS low us $5.00
per return, Guttrnntccd 10 be uccl,r:llc unrl complete.
SJlcci;d Hudcnt nne.~. 'Pic.·a\C· cull 266·4444 between
IO:un nnd Spm for more infornulliou.
02/28
VOilJNTI.il!RS ARE NHEDED f(lf the Probation·
Parole Dcpartmcru, C~U Clnudio .;:11 R42.·3411 to f'lnU.
ntH wlHII you~o:;:w do, Terrific experience!
02126
SOCIETY mWJSH HUMANISTS, rcllgicm without

campJ.,~s, Kitchen, parking privileges. Util[ties paid.
Female grads preferred~ Barbar11: 842.,9309 or 842·

1961.

02/28

home with male & female: 1 mile: from campus.
$13!imo. i11t:I1Jdes utilhics, was:her~dryer, yard, the
works, 266-290l or 242·2259,
01/28
ONE OR 'I'WO female roommates necde<f to shQrc
three bedroom hous-e in SE, SlOO/rnonth plus shQrc
of Utilities. Furnished excepl for J bedroom. 268~
0314.
02128
APARTMENT FOl\ RENT., ~V.ilaPie Mareh I,
bemnifijl unique two bedroom close to UNM, buse$,
hospitn!. $200, 294·7277.
02/28
ROOMMATE
fiNDING
SERVICE..
All
backgroun~s. Utstes, age:;. Selection guaranteed.
$15.00 with J.D. The Roommate Gallery, ~66-.5959.
03/01
EFFICIENCY APT. AVAILABLE March I. Neai
grocery, laundry, TVI-UNM~ $120/mo. Mornings,
evenings 262·0986.
03/01

TYPIST .. TERM PAPERS, The~in, ~~liumes, 29903/06

OUITAR LESSONS; ALl.. St}'le~; Marc's Guitar
trln

B{!GINNINO WITH A LOOM weave clothing, n•gs;
cle. on a 36" wklc loom you build--starts Fcb.20th/
In March; CREATIVE CLOTHING-design and
make your own starts March ~lh/ JlACKSTRAP
WEA VINO··Snturdfty March lOth workshop/
WEAVE.A CJRCLE·no loom needed, ln~;xpensive-~

March 22. Call Weaver's

5.

Studlo,20lSiunfordSE(26HIOO)Tucs.Sai.I2·S.
02123

FOR SALE
_ _ _ _ __

02126

COCHITI MOTORS. WE fix cars. 6804 Cochl1i SE.
268.4071.
03/05

WATCH REPAIR AND jewelry repair. Beat bi'g
store priCe'i. Guaraniec~ work-. Mother Lode 2318
Centrai.SE, 266·1202,
03/01
TYPING, I'IRS'J' QUALITY, tinily 243·3463. 03(01
I'WlFEl'TIDNISTTYPIST.. 268·407J, Michelle.
OJ/02
VCh,VQ IU!PAJR. REI.IAUtE, rca~onablc,
guararuced. Mikc247-9083.
02126
24 HOUR TYPING service. 255-9426, 84Z·I383,
Jcnn.
04/11

4. HOUSING

2.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS. Cruise.ships, freighters. NQ
experience, High pay! Sec Europe, Hawaii, Auslralln,
So. Amcrlca. Catccr, Sunimerl Send $2.75 for info.
to SEll WORLD DZ Box 61035, Sncto., CA 9lB60.
03/05
OVERSEAS JQBS--SUMMER/yea:r round. Europe.
S. America. Australia. Asia. etc. All fields, $SOO-

LOST & FOUND

Conceptions SW

FOtiNf}; COCI<EH. SPANIEL named Che\!Cr. Call
2l6·)016 or J44·58l2,
tf/n
f'OUND1 SET Of keys in pnrking lot by Sliver &
Yttlc. <'laim in Marron Hi111 .Rm. 105.
02127
I'OUNIJ: Dl'NTAI. lliTF. plate, ncar Geology nldg,

C'laim in M;-nron HnU 105.

02/27

f-OUND: GLOVES, IIROWN leather. Identify nnd
claim in Rm. IDS Marron Halt.
02127
LOST: TURQWOJSE AND jacklnh nccklncc.
Scnthnenta1 ''.ttlue. Rewnrd. 277-6151.
02128

NEAT FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to •horc

spacious 2 bcdroo'nJ house !lz_ block from Hyder
Park. Furnished except for your room. SUS/month
M utilities, Sl35 deposit. Cnlll-lclen 256~7829. 02/23
MONEY SAVING TWO bedroom ncar campus.
Furnl$hed, kilchcn, fenced yard. $110. 262-1751
Valley RcntalsS3S fcc.
02/23
AIR

CONDITIONED

~

CAMPUSBIKE&MOP1:.D.

~

~

Sekai, Fuji, Azuki • 3, 5, 10, 12, Speeds

~·

~·

·-

UNM's
creative arts

FURNISHED crficicncy,

1(.¥-Jt..¥¥¥¥.¥¥ Jf.Jf.Jfc¥-¥¥Jf.Jf. .... Jf.Jf.Jf.Jf.¥¥-¥.!f:¥¥:11-:tl-:tl-:tl-:tl-1f.¥
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ALL MOPEDS - 5% Above Cost
.~
1718 CentraiSE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies ~
!)lscount Prices • Come In and Compare • Opon Mon• .'sat.10·5
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Insure your car with .•
Criterion and enjoy· •
important benefits
I
like these:
•

•. 0 Convenient Pay- •

ment Plans
1
I 0 Country-wide · •
•
Claim Service
•
• 0 Dependable
•
I
Protection
1
I 0 Choice ~f
•
1
Coverages
•
I Call or visit todax for •
I a free rate quotation. •
•

00

SCHWINN«~>

SALES & SERVICE

Super
Schwinn
Sale!

Schwinn -Lt. Wt.,
top-ofSuperior the-line
Ucg. '232"

Model
Now '210"

also

•

Complete Overhaul
10% OFF

I
•

(includes all adjustments)
sale thru Feb. only
ALBQ. SCHWINN CYCLERY
4404 Menaul NE
256-7921

881-1688
7200 Menaul Blvd. NE
Mon·Fri 9-5;30 Sat. 9-1

•
•
•

••••••••

TODAY'S CROSSWORD. PUZZLE
1 Of kidneys
6 Finest
10 Have-opinion of
14 Heath
15 Competent
16 Talking bird:
Var.
17 Disastrous
19 Malefic
20 Metric units
21 Actual cost:
2 words
23 Italian city
25 State: Abbr.
26- Plaines,.
Ill.

27 Conflict
29 Cooking
meas.
31 Parent
33 Malt liquor
34 Gluts
36 Works hard
40 Stage
42 Fix a roof
44 OnGe more
45 Reverence
47 Devour
49 Bering50 Vim
52 Wolf

.;~ ~~~e and

_ UNITED Feature Syndicate

57 Limb

Thursday Puzzle Solved.

59 Navigation

device
61 Less tidy

64 System of

pipes
67 Meat pie
68 Forceq
work:
2 words
70 Asian country
71.Dole
72 Tete-i'3 Scot
74 Genter
9 Examined.
75 Stitch again 10 U.S.A.
11 Furious
DOWN
12 Hamill's
milieu:
1 Quittances:
2 words
Abbr.
2 Part of
13 U.K. area
Q.E.D.
18 Weather
3 Color:
map Hne
2 words
22 Map
4 "Not-- 24 Flower
27 Purify
in the
world"
28 Voice
5 Rues
30 Flower part
&Club
32 N.Z. bird
7 Black
35 Aroma
8 Pivoted
37 Engraves

Gallery·
collection

'·

Abortion bills tabled

38 Ogle
39 Oscillate

41 Soda
43 Rabbet
46 Harvest
48 Having
knots
51 Glass items
54 Meat jelly
55 Blaze
56 Absolute
58 Free-for-all
60 Lessen
62 Confined
63 Fiji chestnut
65 Observe
66 Flourished
69 Former Gl

Pour abortion-related bills were tabled Saturday by the House
Consumer and Public Affairs Committee after ten hours of
testimony.
The committee voted to table "without prejudice" two bills relating
to abortion information and procedures for handling fetuses that
survive abortions, as well as two measures requesting an amendment ·
to the U.S. Constitution concerning abortion.
The tabled bills are sponsored by Rep. Silas Garcia, D-SandovalSantaFe.
Garcia told the committee the purpose of the measures is to inform
the pregnant woman "in a clear and open manner" of the consequences o_f abortion.
Rep, Hoyt Pattison, R·Lea-RooseveltcCurry, mai:le the tabling
motion based on committee provisions in Garcia's bills.
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A petition is being circulated among the faculty this week to protest the

'repetitiot;~ of a course rule passed by the Faculty Senate Feb. 13·, said a co-

~

Mail To
UNM-Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquetq~e~ New Mexico 87131

j

f
I

t

An exhibition organized by the Friends of An in
cooperation with the An Mu~eum includes several styles
and periods from Lichenstein 's "Crying Girl" to two
Matisses. The UNM museum auxiliary, with the help of
associate curator Cleta Downey, selected all the works
from private "collections. The exhibition, which openedSunday, will run through April1.
..

Marron Hall, Room 132

..I

By DEBBIE LEVY
State liquor director Jim Baca
said
his
recently-imposed
moratorium on the issuance of club
liquor license swill still be in effect
when a UNM group applies for a
llcense for an on-campus
rathskeller in the Student Union
Building basement.
The UNM group plans to apply
for a club license for the pub which
would serve wine and beer to
students, faculty and s~aff over the
age of2L
B.aca·said Friday be does not yet
know what the chances are of UNM
being granted the license, because
he still must "look into the par-

ticulars" of the case.
''We can't just say, 'Yes, we'll
give UNM a license for their
rathskeller .i.n the SUB' without a
nod from the regents. We'll have to
wait and see if we get a letter from
the regents approving the license
application and· we will discuss the
legality of such a license with our
attorneys," Baca said.
The New Mexico State Senate
voted Friday to approve a bill
which would ·require elub license
holders to conform to regulations
of the Internal Revenue Service on
tax exempt organizations.
The measures would apply to
organizations
that
operate

establishments
"solely
for
recreation, social, patriotic,
political, benevolent or athletic
purposes,"
UNM already has a club liquor
license which covers the Faculty
Club.
Baca said the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission is being very
careful now about which clubs get
licenses and all club license applications are being carefully
examined.
He said UNM's application for a
club.license ''will be scrutinized.''
The UNM Board of Regents is
expected to consider the club license
measure at its March 20 meeting.

Solar eclipSe

to be tracked

EncloSP.d $ -"""-'--- ~ed by _ _ _~ Telephone
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Lic8nse uncertain
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Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mellico·
D'aily Lobo
. . tirnelsl beginning
• under the heading
!circle one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !)
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

f.

Moratorium in effect

: Criterion
:
Insurance Company .
•
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Monday, February 26,1979

By CHARLES POLING and ERJN ~QSS
. Members of the. New Mexico Bouse Appropriations and Finance
Committee are studying the posssibility of cutting UNM's intercollegiateathletic appropriation.to hold proposed tuition increases under6 per cent.
The committee Thursday approved a tentative subcommittee recommendation that included a Board of Educational Finance-approved 7. 9 per
cent tuition increase, and held UNM's athletic budget at its l978-79level.
But Rep. Robert Aragon, a UNM student and committee member, said
Friday he intends to propose a further cut in athletic funding·to hold the
tuition increase to 5,9 per cent. He said he did not .know yet exactly how
much would be cut from the proposed $649,200 athletic appropriation.
Aragon, a Bernalillo Democrat, said funds also would be cut from other
areas. He declined to specify which department would be cut..
Aragon s~id his ptoposal had not yet been scheduled for committee
review.
John Mershon, D-Otero-Lincoln, chairm<tn of the Appropriations and
Finance Committee, said he agreed with the idea of cutting athletic funding
to hold the tuition increase to 5. 9 per cent.
Los Alamos Republican Vernon Kerr, also a committee member, said he ·
thought UNM might "run into trouble" with Title IX regulations if
athletic funds were cut.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare's Tit.Ie IX requires equal
funding for men's and wom~n's athletics.._ a requirement UNM currently
does not meet,
..
In response to Kerr's statement, Aragon said, ''If traditionally male
sports can't support themselves,Jhen we shouldn't have them."
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person, no phone calls please. Sl\veway Liquor Stores

al5704 Lom., NE,~l16 M•naol NE.
03/09
'PART TIME CAMPUS COORDINATOR,
organizing c;rs.pcriCncc preferred, apprmdmately 25
hrs.lwk. Comac1 NMPIRG, 277-2757.
03/01
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS AND undorgraduate
advisors: ResideJ]cc hall staff ppplicants being
sought. Enrn room, board, m~>nthly .~tipend,
Gr;tduate students also receive tuition waiver. Applyr
Associate Dean of Students Office, La Posada Hall,
Deadline; March 21 1979.
02/23

' \ .-1

' ,-:f ,:,1_-~.

~cuts eyed~

,_,

NEW WATURBED. $109,9l buy~ You I) dark
walnut-stained floor frame, 2) safety liner, 3) firicsr
lap seam .m_aHrc~. any ~ti1;e with three year guararu~c~
Water Trips:, 3407 Ce:n_tral NE.
04127
SUMMER JOBS JN Alaska. High pay; $800·
LOOKING FOR GROUP 0 and B blood donors,
2000/month, Parks, Fisheries, an.d more, How, Please contaco Division of Tropical ~ QeQgranhic
- where to get jobs. Send $2 IP Alaseo, P.O. Uo~ 2480,
Medicine, 943 Stanford Dr. NE M·6, 271-]0()J or
02/27
Colela, CA, 93018.
217-2813 and ask for Larry Sax.
OU28.
WORK OVERSEAS IN !he Peace Corps. 277-5907.
WOOD you believe .. ,3019 CJ!NTRAL NE, three
02/26
doors east t;>f Lobo Thea,trc.
03/07
TEACHE~S NEEDED. ALl ,ul>i<:<ls, freedom ·READ SPECULATJNG FANTASY? Come to SF3
tJniv~o:lty, 266-7619. Classes begin April 9th.
meeling noon Tuesday 2127, SUB R,oom ZSO-A, ·
Dead.lin~ fgr appli_cation JV~ar.lsl.
02/28
'
02/23
PART TIME JOB graduace studen1s only.' Aflernoons_ and evenings, -Mu~t be able to work frida_y and
Saturday nights. Must be fl years old, Apply in

ACROSS

Coming soon ...

MJSCELLA NEOUS

WORK lN JAPAN/ Teach English conversation. No
experience. degree, or Japanese" req~ircd, Semi long,
stamped, .!oelf·ad~rcssed envelope for details, Japan·
47, P-.O. Box336, Centralia, WA 98531.
0_2/23

FLUTE: ARMSTRONG, NEW condition. Stcvc266952S afternoons-.
·
02/26
ERHI\CHER SKIS: 185cm, all contlition .~ki, $25.

oznl

liiiNK AIJOliTTHE Pcm Corp!. 277·5907. 02126
1111' .ESl'Ail[ISilMENT, DRINK, dine & dnncc
experience pre~cntlng the huppicsl' happy hour and
dnnci111tcstmu~ic c.Jown~ullrsi also .serving the finest in
'illei1k'i, prime rib & .scafond upstnirs. Sunday
prc~cntiilg th~: Watermelon Mountain Jug Band, 7IO.JO, wHh SLrceitnlk Tucs·Sat, 9-l:JO. Montgo111cry
l'lnm Mall, 8H3·2S40.
lffn
8J;I.L STUIJI!N'r ART projccls for cadi. SHU limited
'S(Jncc 11\'Uilnble for gallery opening. 80-20 con·
\i,!llltnCJII, 266·.SIJ59.
02/23

8,

LABRADOR PUPPIES • CHAMPIONSHIP
bloodlines- $125.00. 298.4091 evenings.
02/23
SCOTT STEREO RECEIVER, 18 watt~ pr;!rchanncl,
lc~s than 6·m0111hs old, $149,95. 843-6097.
02127
Sl.liEPING BAG FROSTI,INE Puma, S9l.OO. 2ll·
7268.
OZ/26
66 CH EY. C·l 0. $600/offcr. 255· 7288,
02/26

02/27

Ph.34l-0600.
02/26
FOR SALE: 19" CURTIS Mmhis TV color concolc,
$75. 821·3386.
02/27
WOOD you bC'!icvc ... 30J 1) {'f•:NTRAJ. NE. Thr~e.
1973 DODGE DART HARDTOP, air, power, top
door'i ~:1~1 ofJ.obo 'Theatre.
031.07
TAX FORMS GETTING you down? Leave the work condition, $1690. Eves., weekends, 296-4354; days
YOOA H>R HHALTII, arid n;:Tuxation. 877-51H3
tollS! ,$10 .fee. Fa!>l service. 881-3940, 883·9199, 12- R43·2945.
02127
uftcr 9nm :anti weekends.
02/28.
IOpm.
02/26
1967 RENAWLT·IP. RUNS WELL. SJlO. 255·7022.
I'I~I~SIIMAN, SOPHOMORnS FUN and friendship
PllOFESSIONI\l. TYPING, IIJM Selectric, On
02127
nrc ouly rum of bcfn~ nn Angell Find ou~ more <H
grndmllc .i:ichool'i lio;t ofrccommcnQcd typists. Frances
MOVING, MUST SELl.: grcc11 HcrCulon sofa-~
AHgcl Flig!11•5 11 GI;:rd to meet ya! 1' Plirly. SunUuy
Hale, 266-0452,
02127
$60.00. Caii265·I036,
tf/n
l;rb. 2Stl!, 2rm nt 1901 Lu-; l.orna~.
02123
NEBD HELP WJTH Papers? T.ypfng, editing,
l972 U.S, MAIL DELIVERY van. Ford, nulomnlic
1/APPY Ill RTf IDA Y DORA M. from the gut)g.
rcvi.~ion, rese11rch. ZSI-3001.
'
03/07
transmission. 20,000 original miles. Must scll-~bcst
FAMOUS QWIVIRA BOOKSHOP OJJd photography offer.
Call P-at 294·3269 eveningS or 345-2649.
CiiNA, I'M FAI,I_,(N(l in love with youl
02123
gallery Is located ¥.I block from Johnson Gym at IIi
Excellent for small business.
02/27
ART Cli\U,ERY OPENING. Sunday ljllll. S!ndclll
Cornell. Houn; 11-6 Mon-Fri. Special order service,
TEAC
160
CASSETTE
RECORDER
wfDolby,
work~ for .~ale. Priced to .~ell. t~tfrcshments ~crvcd.
02126 $150. 2S5-4770.
02128
Ym111rc iiJ\'itcd. The Roommate Gallery 2220 Central
GERMAN SHEPHERD•DOBERMAN oross
SF.
02/23
puppies. $25. 296·2974.
02/28
IIAI'I'Y ANNIVERSARY WILl.. T. Cnrnpbcll, love
alway_~, Th1a,
02123
NOD HILL MOTEL. Reasonable daily and weekly Sl NGER FUTURA TOP or Ihe· line, slightly used,
but still under warranty, ~utomatic bobbin winder,
rates. 37J2 Central SE ncar UNM. Phone 255-3172.
Jl,NNY WIU.IAMSON: YOW nsked for il, yoo got
blindhems. makes buttonholes, has computerized
it. Anon.
·
02/23
03/08
Stretch stitch •. Also docs lots of fnncy- stitches.
N.C.H.O. MI!ETIN(l THURSDAY Fcb.22, 1979 ut
Regularly $800. Now $ISO. Cash. Call 299-6)47 or
7:30pm 0Jlcuno Siudlc~. Be there!!
02127
881-4889.
02/28
I>ISC'O LESSONS, CLASS nlwnys open, laught by
the ()i\COJJnL"<Ziion Dancer,'.i in the SUU. lowc'lt nues,
~houeH97-192S.
OU23

dil.'ly, cmphu~i~; ethics . .26R-4421.

Sl.200 monlhly. Sxpenses paid. Slght~ceing, Fret:
Info •• Write: IJC, llo•4490·NB, Berkeley, CA 94704,
0310>

....;-~--....::.....::.....::.

~F~O~RE~,I~G~N~II~W~·~rO~R~E~PA~I~R-,~Iu-n-e--up-s.-r-en-s~on~n~ble,
gunrnntecd. 268-8752:.

.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO sharo large 3 ~drm.

QA TYJ>INO SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. TechnlcnJ 1 gene1~1, kgal, medical,
scholaslic. C'horts& tabl". l4S·212l.
04/27
TYPJNG, NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, Pat, 2?3-8~88.
03/06

Wl,!i!VC Jandscapcs·~starl!i

02123

FOR RENT: ROOMS in ~o:X.-sororhy house on

·
KJNKO'S TYPINO SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now J minute Pa.~sport Photos, No .!lPPOintmcnt.
26B·BSI5. We do keys,
tfn

SIUdio, 265•331l.

02/26

ROOM $70.. NO smokcTi, no pcts.268·16l4.

3;;_'-----··..;·
SERV
c _______
s
._._J
__'E
_

6970.

·$JIO,OQ month, plus utilities, $6().00

MELLOW P~RSON TO .$har~; kil~hcn Jn hoqlic wlth
Seldom hPmC $radunle Student;· fireplace, prJvp~y,
$100/momh~ Vl uJilil!cs. 242-4168.
02/26

OUZ6

PERSONALS

s.e.

damage, 881·3298.

I'OUNP: SANPIA PEAK Tram paSI, In Milchelf

I.

I

r•

C.o\tot-1 A-DO
37'f· 7'6'1
(j""3QW
~· :l-1.., I H1

•

chairman of the student Lobby Committee.
Phillip DePriest s·aid he needs 50 signatures on the petition from faculty
members before he can present it to President William Davis. Davis would
then present .the petition to the Faculty Senate,;tt their next meeting on
March 1.
,
·
the new rule, which goes into effect next fall, slates that a student may
repeat any courst1 but will rec¢ive credit oi'IIY,~l)Ce. All grades will be
averaged into the student's Grade Point Averas~·:(GPA), and incomplete
grades can not be removed by reregistration. in theli!i,urse.
·
"This is a ridiculous rule," ~aid DePriest. "lt:(akes away the incentive
f
d
h h d
bl nis w'th · d ak 't ·m
or a stu...forent
.to torepeat
a. course
.. e . a_ pro. e . . ..·. 1. •. a.· n m.. es •. • . •
possible
him
improve
his GPA.''
· "A student's GPA should reflect his mastery. of the subjects he has
taken, and he should have. the option of improving it. The fact that a
student repeats a 'course will-be in his transcript anyway, so the student's
academic history is not affected by letting him improve his. GPA,"
DePriest said.

By CHRIS MILLER
Several scientists from the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. are
setting out today aboard an Air
Force jet on an expedition to track
the solar eclipse across the northern
United States.
Although the eclipse will be total
across parts of the Northwest U.S.,
it will be partial in Albuquerque,
reaching a point by 9:15 a.m. at
which about 78 per cent of the sun
will be blocked out by the moon.
LASL spokesman detailed the
expedition as follows:
Five scientists and , two
photographers from the Jab will
conduct three experiments on a
specially-equipped Air Force plane
used for high energy laser research.
While scientists are studying the
eclipse, the Air Force will conduct a
laser experiment, which will
measure air turbulence and its
effect on lasers.
The first experiment will be to
photograph the full range of
brightness of the sun's coropa (the

bright halo around the sun) during
the total eclipse. A special camera
filter which is denser at the center
than toward the edges, will allow
scientists to photograph the
brighest part of the corona and also
the dimmer rays farther from the
sun all on the same frame of film .
The purpose of the experiment is to
get a good record of the corona and
its brightness.
Scientists will also measure the
absolute brightness and the amount
of polarization of the corona to
· determine .tlte density of electrons it
has.
LASL scientist Charles Keller
said the main reason for studying
the corona is its connection with
solar winds which are now
suspected of affecting weather
patterns on cart h,
Keller said the corona is currently
"at the height of solar activity" due
to a large number of sun spots.
"This will give us a good look at the
structure of the corona, and
continued an pageS

Student projects show~
By MISTIE WITT

Alternative sources of energy
were featured in displays on
research illud advancements in
engineering
at the UNM
Engineering Open House this
weekend.
Held in the engineering complex
on campus Friday and Saturday,
the displays consisted
of
engineering student's projects.
Students in the mechanical
engineering department had
displays using solar energy to bake
cookies and pop popcorn .

The department of chemical
engineering featured a project using
a vapor plating chamber to plate
objects very finely with gold or
silver. It is necessary to plate objects with gold to look at thein
through an electron microscope.
Chemical engineering also
feature<! a gas absorption

distillation system. By using gas
absorption distillation, industries
can reuse gases and prevent air
pollution.
Civil engineering set up various
labs in which materials for construction were tested. They also had
displays on waste purification and
waste dispdsal processes.

~se;I~~~J~lnd:~:r~~e~;~fc~s. also

Nuclear engineering displays
included a tour of the nuclear
reactor and an energy environment
simulator-a game which allows
the player to control the energy
supply of the world. Various
· scenarios can be used to project
future consequences of continued
e:-~rgy consumption and its relation
to new energy production.
The Electrical Engineering
· :lepattment displayed a hologram
which uses a laser to display a three-dimensional image in space, A laser
is an intensification of light.
Electrical Engineering also
d'•s· played a robo.t car which can be
programmed to move in a .certain
)iattern. Dr. Peter Dora to,
chairmen of the de)iattment, .said , Luan °Walker fiXplainet! the principles of digital computer
that each year the robot will be able music to high school students who visited the Engineering
to perform another function.
Open House held last Friday ,and Saturday.

